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Chapterr Three 
Farmers,, resource competition and the Stone Container 
project t 

i ff  I leased out my land to Ston 1 couldn't sow rice, nor beans, nothing! 
Everythingg depends on the land!! If you don't have land.... Diay\ It is difficult 
too explain. ..Then you become a migrant family that has to go from one place to 
another,, to be able to survive' (farmer and anti-Ston activist in Puerto 
Escondido,, Juan Quintero Dec. '95) 

AECO'ss ecologist mission was to support citizens' protests against environmentally 
destructivee economic powers, in order to help create a socio-environmental movement 
withh a strong popular base. In the Osa Peninsula, as the introduction has shown, the 
antecedentss of civil protest against foreign companies and top-down government policies 
promisedd to offer fertile ground for movement building of this kind. When AECO was 
calledd upon to offer its support to the cause of the squatters' eviction and the building of 
ann industrial plant by a transnational paper company, its interest in starting to organize 
activitiess in the peninsula was born. The resistance that had already grown against Ston 
Forestall  S.A. in the area was strengthened by AECO's organizational and framing work 
andd its capacity to create and seize political opportunities for provoking change in the 
industriall  project. The resistance against the project grew most among the leaders of 
agriculturall  cooperatives in Osa, partly because they were a target for mobilization by 
AECO.. However, at least as important were the developments of the Ston Forestal project 
itself.. During the first period after its start in 1989, the company was able to obtain the 
leasee of 3,000 hectares of agricultural land per year for sowing Gmelina arborea, and they 
obtainedd about 10,000 hectares (of which a quarter in the Osa Peninsula) before the 
organizedd resistance began. The difficult circumstances under which farmers had to 
sustainn their livelihoods made them easy prey to a company in search of cheap land 
resources,, but for most of them it would prove to be no lucrative productive alternative. 

Inn this chapter, I argue, paradoxically, that the precarious situation of agriculture in 
thee Osa Peninsula was an important driving force behind the relative success of Ston 
Forestall  in the area on the one hand and local resistance on the other1. The crucial notion 
heree is that the access of rural dwellers to a diversity of capital assets is not only a means 
off  survival and poverty alleviation, but is also the basis of their power to act and 
reproduce,, challenge or change the rules that govern the control and use and 
transformationn of resources (Giddens 1979, Bebbington 1999). The lack of certain sources 
off  capital assets are a clue to understanding farmers' motives for either leasing out their 
landd or resisting the project. These sources include arable land, investment capital, access 
too markets and infrastructure for putting the land into sustainable production and, last but 
nott least, the access to political and juridical resources for enforcing access to and 
controll  over forest, tree and land resources. After a more general discussion of these 

'' Part of this chapter appeared earlier as a chapter in Zoomers and van der Haar (2000). 
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issuess in the first section, I will present several cases of farmers and farmers' 
organizationss which reveal the roots of the protesters' grievances and a diversity of 
responsess to the project. The four types of changes prompting collective action, which are 
relatedd to an overall decline in access to various sources of capital (2.5), provide a 
guidelinee for the analysis of what happened between farmers' organizations and Ston 
Forestall  in the course of the conflict. 

3.11 Structural adjustment, structural scarcity? Limitation s to agricultur e in the Qsa 
Peninsula a 

Producerss are faced with three types of factors that limit agriculture in the Osa Peninsula: 
(i)) past agricultural and nature conservation policies and measures which have, in 
practice,, limited farmers' access to arable land and forest resources, thus reinforcing the 
historicall  opposition between nature conservation and agriculture; (ii) the discouragement 
off  production in the area by recent agricultural policies and structural adjustment 
measures;; (iii ) the institutional and socio-cultural limitations on sustainable production in 
Costaa Rica and the Osa Peninsula itself. The next section will explore how all these issues 
havee affected farmers' access to the six main sources of capital (ecological, economic, 
human,, social politico-juridical and symbolic capital, see 2.5) and thus to the 
sustainabilityy and security of their livelihoods. 

Naturee conservation versus agriculture in the Osa Peninsula 

Whilee trying to explain to me why he became active in the campaign, an interviewee told 
me:: 'They demand that we behave legally, and the rest can do whatever they like'. The 
historyy of Osa's natural resources, as briefly outlined in chapter one, revealed that the net 
effectss of the political economic battles over Osa's gold, land and forest resources were all 
kindss of restrictions on natural resource use which resulted in a lower level of livelihood 
securityy for gold prospectors and agriculturists than before large parts of the forests were 
closedd down. The strict distinction between agriculture and nature conservation is one of 
thee reasons. 

Thee major part of Costa Rica's forest resources was cleared in the second half 
off  the 20th century, mainly for agricultural colonization. This process was reinforced 
byy the active promotion of extensive cattle ranching in the 1970s and early 1980s. For 
manyy years, clearing the land was a necessary condition to obtaining property rights 
and,, until very recently, agricultural land was attributed a higher value than a forested 
areaa because of such 'improvements' (mejoras). Meanwhile, since the 1950s and 
particularlyy since the 1970s, considerable areas of forest of different types have been 
sett aside for conservation by the Costa Rican government in the form of national parks 
andd other protected areas. One of these is Corcovado National Park on the Osa 
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Peninsula,, an area of about 60,000 hectares of mainly tropical rainforest, later extended 
byy the creation of a 40,000-hectare buffer zone and Forest Reserve2 (see 
Mapp 1). The establishment and extension of this park resulted in the forced relocation 
off  hundreds of farmers and gold panners, leading to a severe conflict between the 
displacedd people and the government in the 1980s (Camacho 1993, van den Hombergh 
1999).. The park area is not allowed to be used for any extractive or agricultural 
purposee and, in the buffer zone, there have been thorough restrictions on wood 
cuttingg . Many of those who made their livelihoods from gold have not subsequently 
beenn able or willing to adapt to the arduous labor of agriculture - often on small pieces 
off  inferior land, either with help from Costa Rica's IDA land bank or from government 
agriculturall  extension agents. Official agricultural and conservation policies, in general, 
andd the establishment of protected areas, in particular, reinforced the longstanding 
culturall  perception that the forest is - to some extent - the enemy of agriculture and vice 
versa.versa. Of course, in the recent past, large areas of forest had to be cleared to bring the 
countryy into production and, when agricultural frontiers were reached, areas of nature 
hadd to be set aside to prevent all the forest being cut. However, this mutually exclusive 
notionn of nature versus agriculture is still prevalent and is an obstacle to achieving 
integratedd solutions of sustainable land use. This opposition between the two is 
reflectedd in practice in the Osa Peninsula in the limited availability of arable land free 
off  serious legal restrictions on its use imposed by environmental and other laws and 
regulations.. This makes many farmers feel that their 'hands are tied'. These policies 
have,, for example, led to the amount of ecological capital and the access to various 
typess of forest resources, such as wood, gold and bush meat, becoming rather limited . 
Farmerss also suffer from a scarcity of suitable land for agriculture. Much of the land 
consistss of ultisols4, has steep slopes, and suffers from a lack of drainage. As such, it is 
unsuitablee for permanent agriculture or cattle raising. Furthermore, the lack of access to 
economicc capital, outlined earlier, is exacerbated by the remoteness from cities and 
marketss and the lack of transportation infrastructure. 

Forr these reasons, and because the Osa Peninsula contains forest resources with a 
veryy high level of biodiversity, scientists and politicians interested in conservation have 
statedd that the Osa Peninsula is not suitable for agriculture as such, although they admit 
thatt 'the social problem' involved in conservation efforts has to be solved (BOSCOSA 
1992-b,, Quesada 19905). Less than 2 % of the Forest Reserve, for example, would be 
suitablee for annual crops and almost 9% for grazing land. In reality, annual crops 

22 The Park and the Forest Reserve were created in 1975 and 1979 respectively. The Park itself was 
furtherr enlarged in 1979 and 1986. 
33 Until the new Forest Law and other legal arrangements facilitated the cutting of timber. This led to 
severee deforestation which will be discussed later in chapter seven. 
44 Ultisols are usually reddish, the result of a significant proportion of iron and aluminum in the A 
horizonn (on top). They usually have a fairly distinct subsurface layer of clay accumulation. The result of 
thee weathering and leaching which are characteristic of ultisols, is a fairly deep soil that is acidic, lacks 
humuss and has a low fertility level due to the lack of base minerals. They are mostly confined to humid 
subtropicall  climates and to some relatively youthful tropical land surfaces. (Mc Knight 1999). 
55 ECODES refers to the first and very influential sustainable development plan for Costa Rica drawn up 
underr Oscar Arias. 
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accountedd for 2% in 1992, due to legal restrictions. However, grazing lands accounted for 
almostt 27% (BOSCOSA 1992-b). Livestock production often takes place on land suitable 
onlyy for forestry, while some of it is practiced on land which is also suitable for intensive 
agriculturall  use. Both of these circumstances are due to lack of a detailed land use 
planningg (Maldonado 1997). Cattle ranching on steep slopes has caused severe erosion. 
Althoughh attention has been paid to this and other environmental problems, such as the 
excessivee use of chemicals in rice cultivation which has had negative effects on people's 
healthh and water and land quality, hardly any measures have been taken. The lack of an 
integratedd approach to agriculture and conservation has long kept attention away from 
sustainablee agriculture, including soil and water conservation measures. All of this 
contributedd to the fact that it was more logical for politicians to associate Stone's tree 
cropss with sustainable production (reforestation) and agriculture with unsustainable 
productionn in the Osa Peninsula. As will be elaborated in detail below, this made it 
difficultt for the protesters to criticize effectively the Gmelina plantations using 
environmentall  arguments and to draw attention to the potential for sustainable agricultural 
productionn in the area. 

Thee unequal access to politico-juridical resources to enforce access and control 
overr forest, tree and land resources, played an important role in the discourse of 
injusticee among smallholders when they talked about the project. In view of the severe 
restrictionss placed on their options by laws and other governmental measures, it 
disturbedd many farmers to see arable lands - to an increasing extent the most fertile 
oness - disappear under Gmelina. They became especially angry when the company cut 
treess on the farms in order to establish their plantations, something for which the 
farmerss themselves seldom received permission . The way the inhabitants of Osa have 
beenn 'plagued' by restrictions and regulations on land and forest use, often leading to a 
highh level of legal insecurity, is a clue to the understanding of the remarkably high 
interestt of local activists in the (il)legality or otherwise of Stone's operations during the 
campaign.. However, another set of limitations on sustainable agricultural development 
inn Osa plays at least as important a role, namely the policy introduced as part of 
structurall  adjustment for dismantling state support to rural dwellers. 

Neoliberall  agricultural policies and the Osa Peninsula 

Thee structural adjustment policies that discouraged the production of basic grains were 
thee main direct cause that led farmers to abandon their lands and lease them to Ston 
Forestall  7. Costa Rica has always had an agricultural identity and the slogan 'credits 
andd land for the campesinos' or 'land and credit for the poor' has long played an 
importantt role in the political discourse (Rodriguez 1993). The period 1950-1984 was 
characterizedd by agricultural expansion, which ended in a process called 
'descampesinización\\ the disappearance of smaller peasants, for example, from 

hh I heard farmers complain about having to go to the DGF offices seven times to get permission to cut 
somee trees. 
77 Interviews with families who leased their lands to the company. 
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Guanacaste,, because of 'resource captation' (Homer Dixon 1999) by large cattle 
ranchers.. The economic crisis of the beginning of the 1980s began to affect agriculture 
somee years later. The unemployment that followed pushed many landless campesinos, 
whoo had meanwhile become agricultural laborers, to search for new lands to take into 
productionn in, among other places, the Osa Peninsula (Rodriguez 1993). In its efforts to 
combatt the economic crisis of the 1980s, the Costa Rican government continued its 
policy,, which had been operational since the mid-1970s, to support the production of 
rice,, beans and maize. One way in which this was done was by buying the products from 
thee farmers at fixed prices, often above their market value. This was a means of 
transferringg money to the campesinado and to keep them producing, a factor of special 
importancee in marginal, remote rural areas such as the Osa Peninsula. In such areas, many 
campesinoscampesinos find themselves stuck on the threshold of modernization: they no longer 
dependd on self-sufficiency, but still find it difficult to market their products. 

Sincee the mid-1980s however, this system has been dismantled under pressure 
fromfrom the IMF and as part of structural adjustment measures. This development has 
seriouslyy affected the peasantry and the larger commercial rice producers and has caused 
indebtednesss and out-migration from rural areas (Herrero 1992, SEPSA 1994). In 1986, 
thee new measures - which included lowering the prices the government paid to the 
producerss - resulted in fierce farmers' protests, including marches and strikes, which 
forcedd the government to promise compensatory measures. However, with a foreign debt 
off  4 billion dollars8 and the IMF being against such measures, the Costa Rican 
governmentt had little choice. The Concejo Nacional de Producción (CNP), a state 
institutionn which bought farmers' beans for fixed prices for over a decade, and helped 
markett their other grain products, was dismantled. A long lasting 'pact' between the 
governmentt and agricultural producers was broken during that period (Roman 1994, 
Valverdee et al 1992). The package of structural adjustment program measures, that was 
launchedd in the country in 1985, included the reduction of protective import substitution 
measures,, the reduction of state influence, the use of temporary compensatory subsidies 
andd other incentives to grow non-traditional export crops and the adoption of stable 
macroeconomicc policies (Monge and Gonzalez 1994). Both the declining support for 
traditionall  agriculture and the invitation of foreign entrepreneurs such as Stone Container 
too grow non-traditional crops fit into this policy. 

Inn the Southern zone, which was an important rice-growing area, medium-sized 
andd larger producers increasingly abandoned rice production following the withdrawal of 
thee CNP from the rice trade in 1986 (SEPSA 1994). Throughout the country rice 
productionn - which was mainly practiced on farms larger than 50 hectares (Gonzalez 
1994)) - diminished dramatically. For this reason, and because of the low economic returns 
fromfrom the activity in general, the country had to import almost a quarter of the national 
consumptionn of rice in 1994 (SEPSA 1994)9. Meanwhile - because of international 
competition,, protectionist measures from the US and unclear national policies - the 

88 Banco Central de Costa Rica Memoria Annual 1988 
Thee area of rice financed by credits from the national banking system diminished from 78,000 hectares 

inn 1983 to 20,000 in 1992-93 and 1,100 in 1994 (SEPSA 1994). 
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profitabilityy of cattle production declined to such an extent that, in 1994, cattle had to be 
importedd to satisfy internal demand (SEPSA 1994). On the Osa Peninsula, a very isolated 
areaa with few possibilities for export diversification, the high risks and low profitability of 
agriculture,, the countrywide rice and cattle crises and the withdrawal of CNP from the 
tradee in rice and later that in maize and beans, resulted in an increase in poverty (PDR et 
al.. 1995, POGOL 1992). The major rice farmers in the zone have stopped their activities, 
ass have many cattle farmers, even though cattle farming is often maintained for longer as 
long-termm saving strategy. This has resulted in a drop in agricultural employment 
opportunities.. Many farmers have become seriously indebted or have lost their motivation 
too continue as agricultural producers. Integrated rural development programs10 have been 
launchedd in areas such as these, but in practice they had little to offer the producers by 
wayy of agricultural alternatives. Structural scarcity of resources (Homer-Dixon 1999), 
whichh is an important factor contributing to (violent) conflict, refers not only to land 
scarcityy but also involves limited access to various sources of capital, infrastructure, 
marketss and information, all of which affect rural livelihood security. Structural 
adjustmentt measures, even more than the availability of arable land, became the major 
obstaclee to agricultural production in the Southern zone. This is in line with the picture 
sketchedd by Thiesenhusen (1995), who argued that capital has become a much more 
production-limitingg factor than land throughout the Latin American region. This led to 
onee of the protesters arguing: 

'Iff  you can't produce anything, the bus can stop in front of your house to take your 
childrenn to the university, but they don't have any shoes to wear (....) we have to 
findd an agricultural alternative, development that starts at the base, through a 
systemm of production that would permit the people to produce enough for self-
sufficiencyy and have money for their community (...) I think what is going to 
happenn is that the land is given to large-scale companies that produce whatever 
theyy want, and the rest of us, we are their wage workers. And I don't know what 
wil ll  happen next ... democracy without ownership is no democracy.' (Israel 
Avila,, Southern zone deputy and active against Stone Container, Feb. '96) 

Latinn American land banks, such as the Costa Rican IDA (Instituto de Desarrollo 
Agraria),, have had limited success in land reform and redistribution, especially because 
accesss to land is insufficient and must be accompanied by access to other forms of capital, 
skills,, infrastructure and markets (Gordillo and Boening 1999). This has led to a Central 
Americann trend in which farmers who lack capital to invest - including former 
beneficiariess of land reform - lease their land to agribusiness. What happened with the 
Stonee Container project may be seen as a case in point. The company presented its project 
underr the banner of 'progress and welfare' as a serious new land use opportunity. The 
crisiss situation (and the lack of alternatives) drove many farmers to lease their land to the 
Stonee company. The most important push factors included indebtedness to the banks (due 
too failures in harvests and/or marketing), lack of capital, problems related to age, health 

100 Supported by the European Community. 
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problemss and/or education (driving the population to migration/urbanization) and the 
conditionn of the land, including declining fertility and weeds (van den Hombergh 1999). 
Too stimulate the integration of the farmers into non-agricultural production, the agreement 
signedd between the government and Stone Container Corporation in 1989, included the 
intentionn to transfer the technology of Gmelina production to farmers, something which 
failedd to happen for various reasons which are discussed below. 

Especiallyy in the longer run, Ston Forestal preferred high quality soils, flat terrain, 
oftenn near the shore of the Golfo Dulce, with deep soils and a potential for highly 
productivee agriculture. These - former rice - fields were offered to them on a silver platter 
forr several years by out-migrating, indebted or discouraged rice farmers, as were many 
cattlee farms. As will be shown below, between 25 and 30% of the lands in the most 
accessiblee agricultural strip of the Osa Peninsula were managed by Stone before the 
protestss started. The lack of state support for farmers, the aspiration of many of them to 
workk their own fields and the vision that healthy agriculture should be at the base of 
sustainablee development in the region and in the country as a whole, were important 
motivess for agricultural and communal leaders to oppose the Ston Forestal project and 
importantt ingredients of the local 'framing orientation' against it. In fact, capital assets to 
guaranteee sustainable agriculture in the area are very limited, due in part to state policies, 
butt also to more 'endogenous' problems experienced by producers in Osa. 

Institutionall  and socio-cultural limitations to agricultural capital in the Osa Peninsula 

Inn order to gain an overview of the factors that frustrate agricultural production in the Osa 
Peninsulaa in particular, I have gathered information from sources that based their analyses 
onn direct contact with producers and their organizations" and from meetings and 
interviewss I was able to attend myself. The problems mentioned by these sources can be 
summarizedd into two groups. 

AA first group of problems has to do with limited access to economic and 
politico-juridicall  capital. What was mentioned in all the studies and meetings was the 
lackk of government attention to the remote area in general, even though the ongoing 
sociall  problems forced the government to dedicate some 'pilot' projects to the zone12. 
Landd users mentioned the lack of access to low-interest agricultural credits and 
adequatee information about them. A related problem mentioned was the dependency of 
farmerss on a high-input system using artificial fertilizers and pesticides. This relates 
firstfirst and foremost to the input requirements of mechanized rice production which, 
alongg with expensive and misspent credits, has contributed to a high level of 
indebtednesss among the farming population. Farmers perceived a scarcity of technical 
assistancee for improving the quality of production and products for the market. They 

"POGOLL 1992 and various governmental and NGO-led participatory studies such as Borrowy 1996, Comité 
Sectoriall  Agropecuario et al. 1996, PDRetal. 1995. 
122 In the beginning of 1996, for example, MAG, CNP, IDA SENARA and the EU Integrated Rural 
Developmentt Programme, Proyecto Osa-Golfito (POGOL), started a pilot project to try to integrate the 
variouss agricultural services as a follow-up to a national agreement to pursue this integration in all parts 
off  Costa Rica (Sector Agropecuario Peninsula de Osa, Memoria 1996-1997). 
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referredd particularly to the lack of research dedicated to the improvement of seeds 
whichh led to disappointing harvests, even where conditions were favorable. They also 
complainedd about the lack of seriousness and top-down manner in which state 
institutionss treated farmers. They felt they were sometimes almost forced into new 
agriculturall  alternatives which, despite this pressure, have so far failed both technically 
andd commercially. The lack of attention to marketing possibilities was perceived as a 
generall  problem, which led to the farmers' continuing dependency on intermediaries 
betweenn the zone and the market. Middlemen would often abuse their power and not 
evenn pay for the products they had taken away. An important factor frustrating sane 
agriculturall  development is the limited access to political support due to bureaucracy, 
partidismopartidismo (decision-making based only on party political gain) and corruption. All these 
elementss impede project approval and execution, even in urgent situations, such as the 
needd to repair bridges and roads. Although not one of the most urgent problems, people 
attendingg agricultural meetings still mentioned the lack of land use security caused by 
thee regulations, especially in Forest Reserve13. Last but not least is the scarcity of 
(additional)) agricultural and non-agricultural employment, caused particularly by 
mechanizationn and the agricultural recession, which threatens the livelihoods of rural 
families. . 

AA second group of factors has to do with human (capability) and social and 
symbolicc capital. The first point is the limited organizational experience and capability 
off  the members of agricultural cooperatives. They often have a low level of education 
resulting,, for example, in financial mismanagement. Osa is a very culturally diverse 
areaa with many new and short-term immigrants. As a result, there is limited experience 
of,, and willingness to engage in, intense cooperation and solidarity. Osa inhabitants 
oftenn mentioned 'la cultura de oro" to indicate the extremely individual way of 
workingg and short-term thinking of many of their neighbors. According to the people 
interviewed,, the agency of local leadership would often be blocked through a lack of 
supportt from both government and the local community. Despite the cultural diversity, 
thee second problem that came to the fore in relation to human capability and social 
capitall  was the overarching issue of patriarchy (el patriarcado) and machismo, as 
embodiedd by the padres de familia and older agricultural leaders who do not give 
sufficientt space to the initiatives of younger people and women to develop alternative 
income-generatingg strategies. The third point mentioned was the social problems 
resultingg from the increasing poverty in the zone: violence, drugs use and trade and 
prostitution.. All of these further impede healthy cooperation between inhabitants, 

133 Note that this factor was mentioned only in 1996, after all the previously mentioned restrictions. The 
interviewss were held ten years after the clashes between farmers, gold panners and the government over the 
establishmentt of the Park, the Forest Reserve and their consequences. The lack of attention given to this 
issuee in the particular farmers' meetings may have been related, inter alia, to the fact that the rules of the 
Parkk could not be changed by the - agricultural and conservation - organizations which did the participatory 
studies,, whereas the farmers were still striving for more attention to be paid to agriculture in the more 
accessiblee zone. It should also be mentioned here that the limitations placed on land tenure in the Forestry 
Reservee changed during that year. This matter will be elaborated later because of its consequences for forest 
conservation. . 
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especiallyy in the largest village, Puerto Jimenez. The fourth point was the lack of access 
off  Osa's inhabitants to agricultural education, a necessary ingredient for tackling the 
problemss autonomously. One could say that there are patterns of 'de-identification' and 
'disempowerment'' in Osa due to the lack of viable cooperation. The churches do offer an 
avenuee for cooperation, as some of them did during the campaign against Ston, but the 
evangelistt church especially is also very divided: seven factions exist alongside each other 
inn the small village of Puerto Jimenez. 

Inn other words, a great many institutional political and socio-cultural factors 
impedee the healthy development of a rural, agricultural livelihood in the Osa Peninsula. 
Somee of these problems have to do with governmental neglect, but many also arise 
directlyy from the deliberate state policies discussed above. It was in this problematic 
areaa that Stone Container started its 'reforestation' project. 

3.22 Ston ForestaU land use flexibility  and labor 

Throughh its subsidiary Ston Forestal S.A., Stone Container Corporation bought 1,000 
hectaress of land on the border of the Osa Peninsula, on which to establish its regional 
officess and set up experimental sites. Since the beginning of the project in 1989, the 
companyy had sown the fast-growing tree species Gmelina arborea on farmers' lands under 
aa leasing system. Most of these lands had been used, recently or before being left fallow, 
forr cattle or grain production. Stone agreed with the Costa Rican government to lease 
farmers'' lands for a period of only 6, 12 or 18 years (i.e. a maximum of three harvesting 
cycles).. By making Stone lease instead of buy land the government was attempting to 
preventt large estates being formed by foreign companies'4. As far as Stone Container was 
concernedd it was a means of avoiding risk and reducing expenditure during the initial 
(experimental)) phase of its new strategy for obtaining raw material. The fact that they 
weree able to obtain 3,000 hectares of land annually in the early phases of the project 
hadd to do with the fact that all the major aspects of sustainability of land use in the Osa 
Peninsulaa face ecological, economic, political and socio-cultural limitations. This 
sectionn discusses some of the effects of the introduction of the Ston Forestal project on 
thee availability of land and other sources of capital. 

Lesss land, fewer neighbors 

Inn 1998, Ston Forestal had acquired control of 32 mostly large and medium-sized farms 
inn the Osa Peninsula through leasing arrangements. In Osa, Ston was managing some 
off  the largest farms in the zone, namely one of 1,000, two of about 600 and several of 
betweenn 100 and 200 hectares15. Between 1996-1998 some smaller ones, totaling 387 

144 This was due to the experience with US banana companies and the resistance to them in Costa Rica. 
155 Ston Forestal documentation 1995 
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hectares,, were added16. Ston Forestal was able to sow about 3,500 hectares in Osa, a 
quarterr of all their plantations in the southern area (a total of 14.300 hectares in 
1998)17. . 

Stonn Forestal records up to 1995 indicate an average area of 176 hectares per 
farmm in Osa, of which an average of 80 hectares were sown. The rest were forest, ill -
drainedd land, used by the owners or land which was otherwise useless to the company. 
Iff  the 80/176 figure is extrapolated to Osa in 1998 - no lists after 1995 were made 
availablee by the company - the area managed by Ston would be 43% more than that 
sown,, which means that 3,575 hectares (leased) plus 1,000 ha of bought land were 
managedd by Ston Forestal in Osa. Based on these figures, the table below shows the 
percentagess of land sown with Gmelina and managed by Ston Forestal in the Osa 
Peninsula. . 

Percentagess sown with Gmelina and managed by 

Peninsulaa without Park.18: 
Peninsulaa without Park and Forest Reserve: 
Landd actually under agriculture: 
Landd suitable for agriculture: 
Easilyy accessible, strip suitable for agriculture: 
Managedd by Ston Forestal in easily accessible 
agriculturall  strip including unsown parts: 

Sources:: author's field data and measurements 1998, 
interpretationn and field data Maldonado 1997i9 

the e companyy in 1998 

2.7% % 
4.00 % 
6.7% % 
8.22 % 
16.2% % 

25-30%% (estimated) 

Stonn Forestal data 1995, and maps of 1998, photo 

Thee figures show that between 25-30% of the easily accessible strip of about 12,000 
hectares200 was managed by Ston Forestal. The area of Gmelina plantations in this strip 
hadd increased somewhat since the end of the anti-Ston campaign, but not by much. The 
percentagee would undoubtedly have been higher without the resistance generated by the 
campaign.. It was in this strip that most opposition to the project was found, since the 
accessibilityy was, of course, an advantage both to Ston Forestal and the ecologists. 

166 Fieldwork and interviews 
177 The figure of 3,500 hectares of Gmelina is based on a combination of sources. A list of Ston Forestal 
officess dated 1995 mentions 2,435 hectares actually sown in Osa, excluding their Salama plantations of 
1,0000 hectares. No more up-to-date lists could be obtained, but interviews and (very generalized) maps 
weree available. Maldonado (1997) identified actual land use in the Osa Peninsula by means of aerial 
photographss (of 1995). He identified 2,788 hectares of Gmelina sown, including Salama. He actually 
identifiedd 495.8 hectares inside the Forest Reserve. Because the small patches mentioned in the lists of 
thee company, sometimes only 11 hectares, were not identifiable in the photographs, I decided to take the 
averagee of Ston Forestal's and Maldonado's figures, adding the newly sown plantations, which produced 
aa figure of 3,500 hectares, including the Salama head office. 

188 The Park area cannot be used either for agriculture or plantations and so is irrelevant for the figures. 
199 Exact data and counting methods given in van den Hombergh 1999:120-122 
200 Estimate of the easily accessible area made by personnel of Sector Agropecuario Puerto Jimenez, 1997 
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Furthermore,, most of the small farmers in this strip were organized into cooperatives and 
couldd be more easily mobilized for organized resistance. 

Thee figures in the box should also be seen in a context of the interdependence of 
producerss for their access to various types of capital. According to the persons 
interviewed,, some of the large farmers who had migrated had earlier offered employment, 
landd for rent (or were themselves possible tenants), informal credits, livestock trade and 
transport,, a possible market for beans before the harvest (i.e. in times of serious cash 
scarcity),, machinery for hire and contacts with politicians. Farmers involved in trade, in 
particular,, generated some economic movement in the area and this will be discussed in 
moree detail in relation to the case of the village Rancho Quemado. The above means that 
thee extension of the Ston Forestal project affected not only land availability, but also the 
availabilityy of economic, social and politico-juridical capital. However, the role of larger 
farmerss should not be overestimated. These larger neighbors also brought disadvantages 
inn the form of the excessive use of pesticides on their rice fields, the low prices they 
offeredd as middlemen and the low wages they paid. Furthermore, they were sometimes 
guiltyy of stealing land resources and cutting wood excessively. Moreover, they gave 
accesss to political power in a clientelist manner. However, they did offer labor, various 
servicess and land. 

Landd use flexibility  and market fluctuations 

AA crucial issue here, besides the decline of access to ecological, social, economic and 
politico-juridicall  capital available to farmers because of the out-migration of their larger 
neighbors,, is the land use inflexibility resulting from the lease to Ston Forestal. Despite 
thee precarious agricultural situation, a small change in prices and market opportunities is 
oftenn enough to stimulate farmers to reintegrate themselves into the production process or 
too change their production strategy. In the two years of my fieldwork I saw palm hearts, a 
diversityy of roots and tubers and oil palm being welcomed, introduced and partly failing 
inn the Osa Peninsula, and rice becoming a temporary lucrative option again. Accordingly, 
iff  leasing one's land out to Ston Forestal was an option or an emergency exit from 
agriculturee at the moment of the decision, once it had been leased out for a period of 6, 12 
orr 18 years, the contract and thus the land use could not be changed and this became a 
problemm for various categories of farmers. 

Largerr farmers with more than 100 hectares were used to longer-term investment. 
Investingg in rice machinery and cattle production demands long-term planning, as does 
leasingg one's land out for 6-18 years. Especially because of the costs involved in such 
investments,, however, the investors are eager to carry on with the activity or start again 
whenn the viability of the activity increases, but once their farms has been sown with 
Gmelina,, they had to endure and see potential options pass by without being able to start 
cultivatingg again. On the other hand, smaller farmers often engaged in multiple activities 
suchh as subsistence rice and bean cultivation, small-scale livestock keeping and some 
commodityy production. These activities sometimes took place on rented lands with the 
farmerss often taking land use decisions on a shorter-term basis. For these small producers, 
thee immobilization of their neighbors' rice and cattle lands or their own multiple-use 
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farmss if they leased out, was often a bitter pill. In earlier days, the rice and cattle farmers 
providedd paid work and sometimes land to cultivate, but a considerable percentage of 
thesee lands were now immobilized under Gmelina. The disappointment about this, among 
bothh categories of farmers, became apparent especially when rice prices rose. 

Thee prices of rice had been stable and low since mid-1991, a period coinciding 
withh Ston ForestaFs major success in obtaining lands in the Southern zone in the form of 
3,0000 hectares both in 1991 and 1992. From April 1993, due to a certain scarcity, rice 
pricess started to rise again21. This coincided with the period that opposition to the Ston 
Forestall  project increased substantially in the Osa Peninsula. This was, as we have argued, 
partlyy because arable land was being immobilized under Gmelina. At that time, it was 
primarilyy the lack of paid work and economic activity that had earlier been generated by 
ricee and cattle producers that was feeding the resistance. Commercial rice cultivation was 
mostlyy an activity for the larger landowners. In 1997, however, the government began to 
perceivee the disappointing effects of the reduction of grain cultivation in the country. The 
ideaa of structural adjustment as a means of diversifying and industrializing agricultural 
productionn lagged far behind expectations, especially because of marketing difficulties. 
Thiss was due to the fact that all the Central American countries were involved in a similar 
processs and Costa Rican labor was relatively expensive. In the meantime, it had become 
necessaryy to import rice and beans from Mexico, Guatemala and Nicaragua. Resistance to 
thiss idea grew, leading the Figueres Olsen administration to take some corrective 
measures.. In 1997, maize, beans and rice production were supported by low-interest 
creditss and the economic prerequisites for obtaining the credits were lowered . Rice 
pricess rose and, with the help of some agricultural programs, small farmer cooperatives in 
thee Osa Peninsula started to make plans for rice cultivation. They needed to rent land to 
doo so, but were able to obtain less than half of the area they hoped for, which would have 
beenn 1,000 hectares. The director of the agricultural sector in Osa23 concurred with the 
observationn of farmers' leaders that this was partly due to the Gmelina plantations, 
especiallyy because the competition between peasants and Ston Forestal for arable land had 
increased.. Ston Forestal became aware of the disappointing production of their 'miracle 
tree'' on soils and slopes meant for forestry. After a number of years of trial and error, the 
companyy opted primarily for flat land with good quality soils which were suitable for 
mechanization.. They were able to offer better prices than the agricultural cooperatives or 
theyy already had long-term contracts signed for the use of such land, which enabled them 
too outplay the cooperatives as an economic actor. Thus, small farmers saw their own 
aspirationss to sow rice being frustrated (in part) by the Gmelina plantations. Stone 
Containerr did compete with agriculture through the mechanisms described, although this 
wass often not done directly. Stone was an actor and catalyst of land use change in a 
complexx interplay of factors. However, at moments such as these they competed directly 
forr land with the small farmers who had opposed them.24 In this context, although they 

211 SEPSA 1994 
222 Interviews MAG officials San Jose and Puerto Jimenez 1996-1997 
211 Interview 5-97. 
244 Other factors that should be mentioned here are immigrants from western countries developing 
housingg and tourism projects, for example in the rice cultivation areas (in the flat strip close to both the 
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weree not the only competitor they were an important one. This was one of the farmers' 
nightmaress which spurred on the Ston Forestal campaign and eventually became true. 

Thee decline in employment was already being felt in the early years. However, 
sincee the campaign the number of workers has declined even more dramatically. In 
1998,, there were only 22 persons working permanently in Osa in 2,500 hectares of 
plantations""  . The overall situation of Ston Forestall labor is discussed in Section 3.5. 
Thee reasons why leasing their own lands to Ston Forestal was often not an option for 
smallerr farmers, will become clearer in the following sections. 

Betweenn no choice and negotiation: farmers who leased out their lands 

Thee active participants in the campaign against Stone often commented that they knew of 
sadd cases of fanning families who leased out their lands to the company but regretted their 
choicee afterwards, thus forming a vital element of the strategic framing of the 
disadvantagess of the project: 

'II  know several people who have leased out their land, who used to have money, 
theyy had cattle, coped easily with their money, they did not lack anything. Now 
they'ree in a different situation. I know some cattle farmers from Sierpe and Sabala 
whoo left the area. Then they decided to come back, but they cannot do so, before 
thee 16 years of the lease are over. Some of them live in Rio Claro, another in the 
cityy of Cortes, some went to San Jose. Sometimes they come over, some of them 
havee a hard time... Here in Puerto Jimenez also, there were people who were 
indebtedd to the bank, to such an extent that the banks almost took over their farms. 
Theyy saved their farm with Ston Forestal, but they cannot work on it now...' 
(Rogelioo Sanchez, Rincón, March '96) 

II  had difficulties in finding the people who had leased out their lands in Osa, many of 
themm had gone away to, or already lived in, other areas or cities of southern Costa Rica 
suchh as Cuidad Neily, Rio Claro, Cuidad Cortes, San Isidro de el General, or in San José. 
Too acquire at least an idea of farmers' motives, I had to travel to other areas and 
sometimess talk to guards or neighbors of the migrants. The figures given below reflect, in 
orderr of importance, the main reasons for leasing out their land given by the persons 
interviewedd in 16 cases of land leasing in Osa and near Golfito. 

roadd and the sea) and other competitors for land such as the oil palm producer, Palma Tica (1998). IDA 
triedd to obtain part of this strip, but could not compete with the prices offered by foreigners and 
companies.. It should also be mentioned that rice producers in turn often rent land from capital poor 
producers. . 

Nott including their regional offices and plantations, which employed mainly people from outside the 
Osaa Peninsula. 
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Reasonss given by 16 families for  leasing out their  lands to Ston Forestal 

1.. Risks and low profitability of agriculture 
2.. Debts due to mismanagement or failed marketing 
3.. Lack of capital to invest 
4.. Bad agricultural quality of the land 
5.. Personal reasons, such as health 
6.. Liquor and opportunism 
7.. To ensure some use of the terrain 
8.. To evict squatters 
9.. In the hope of obtaining a title to the land 

Source:: interviews by author 1996-1997 

(7x) ) 
(5x) ) 
(4x) ) 
(4x) ) 
(4x) ) 
(2x) ) 
(2x) ) 
(2x) ) 
( lx ) ) 

Mismanagementt (2) included bad financial administration, the use of agricultural credits 
forr consumption and bad timing of farming operations. Bad quality of the terrain (4) 
referredd in particular to a decline in fertility and weeds. Personal reasons for leaving the 
areaa and leasing out the land (5) included the poor health of family members, life cycle 
stagee (aging), the education of the children or social conflict. Liquor and opportunism 
were,, of course, mentioned by other members of the family than the one who decided. 

Roughlyy half of the families were disappointed with the results of leasing out their 
land.. The reasons for their being unsatisfied were, firstly, that Ston offered little or none 
off  the employment that they had been promised or had hoped for. Secondly, people 
referredd to the inflexibility of land use. Some of them would have resumed agricultural 
activitiess because of changing circumstances - such as price levels of rice and cattle - or 
wouldd have sought employment on neighboring farms. Various families mentioned the 
factt that their contract did not contain an indexation. The amount of money per hectare 
wass already low in the early years, but no compensation was given to allow for inflation26. 
Thee lease prices paid by the company varied from 15-20 dollars per hectare per annum in 
thee beginning to about 85 dollars in 1998, depending on such qualities as accessibility and 
fertility. . 

Somee families feared the environmental effects of the Gmelina on the soil, 
especiallyy that the roots would remain in the soil and continue to rejuvenate the tree stock. 
Somee became engaged in a conflict with the company about payments, or the fact that the 
company'ss promise to arrange the land title for the fanner proved to be false. The other 
halff  were in part satisfied, in part disappointed. In two of these cases, the female half of 
thee couple was not content, but the male half was. Some couples tried to solve their 
economicc problems by using the land belonging to both of them for multiple purposes. 
Forr example, they leased out the man's land, or part of it, to Ston Forestal and kept the 
woman'ss land for cultivation. The people interviewed mentioned positive and negative 
aspectss of the lease: the fact that they obtained money without working was evaluated 

"66 By the time of the research, contracts often included an indexation to allow for the devaluation of the 
Colon. . 
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positively,, but the low prices were often referred to as a factor as well. Some mentioned 
problemss with the company about payments as a disadvantage and the fact that the land 
wass immobilized for such a long time. One farmer was downright positive: he was very 
pleasedd to be receiving an income without a headache! 

Somee interviewees were able to negotiate better conditions with the company. For 
example,, they arranged for the lease to be corrected in line with inflation , or were able to 
optt for a risk-spreading strategy such as leasing one part of the farm while keeping the 
otherr for cultivation. The decision to lease out sometimes affected the family members 
differently.. According to the law, the land could be leased out by the head of the family, 
withoutt him/her asking permission of his/her partner or children. Nevertheless, both 
husbandd and wife had to sign in the event of a sale. In several cases, the male head of the 
householdd decided alone without consulting his wife and children. All the decision-
makerss had their own set of reasons, but most were pressured because of the lack of 
agriculturall  options or debts. Some were able to manage with more success than others 
becausee they had more land use options or better negotiating skills. One of them was the 
onlyy respondent who had been downright positive about his decision until I met him again 
inn 1998, when he said he would have liked to have sold part of his land to the oil 
producer,, Palma Tica, if it had not already been leased to Ston. 

Thee findings suggest it would be interesting to carry out more systematic and 
detailedd research into the socio-economic effects of the involvement with Ston Forestal of 
thee various types of families owning the 225 farms leased by the company in the Southern 
zonee (until 1998)27. The subsection on the village of Rancho Quemado (3.4) discusses 
somee leasing cases in their social context. They formed part of the above sample and 
reveall  the same picture of differential success in managing the consequences of lease, 
dependingg on access to various sources of capital and alternative sources of income. 

3.3.. Struggle for  livelihood security: three 'framin g orientations'1 against Ston 
Forestal l 

Inn chapter one, after giving a short résumé of the history of land struggle in the peninsula, 
II  mentioned the fact that Ston Forestal was responsible for the eviction of squatters from a 
formerr cattle farm in Agujas de Terrones and that the violence involved provoked 
resistance.. Now, after having explored some of the conditions of farming in Osa, it may 
bee revealing to take a look at the incident again. 

Inn 1992 - as a result of the violent eviction of squatter families from land intended 
too be sown with Gmelina, - a group of local inhabitants began to turn against the Stone 
company.. While the rural police were evicting the squatters, an accident occurred 
duringg which a child was injured. Later, when tractors came in to destroy the harvest of 
cassava,, maize, bananas, other crops and Royal Palm trees in order to prepare the land 
forr the plantation, the company was perceived as the main enemy by many local 
inhabitantss of the Osa Peninsula. It brought back bad memories of the United Fruit 

Thee multi-facetted character of the research restricted my time to spend on this, but it was also for 
safetyy reasons that I stopped going into the fields on my own to interview these farmers (see Epilogue). 
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Company'ss operations between the 1930s and 1980s, of the practices of Osa Productos 
Forestaless and of the negative role of foreign companies involved in gold mining, 
especiallyy during the early 1980s. All these experiences provoked conflicts between the 
companiess (often backed by the government) and local inhabitants (Camacho 1993; 
vann den Hombergh 1999). In the local discourse observed during interviews with 
criticss of the project, the Gmelina plantations implicitly turned out to be a symbol of 
agriculturall  crisis, or a symbol of (i) social differentiation and inequality between San 
Josee and the periphery, (ii) the interests of government and foreign companies against 
thee interests of farmers, (iii ) capital-rich producers versus capital-poor producers, or 
(iv)) outsiders versus insiders of the peninsula. The strategic framings of the problems, 
duringg the campaign, often made use of these dual polarities, as reflected in the squatter 
incidentt summarized above, but the situation was, of course, more complex. 

Locall  interests and expressions of campesino identity, or the identity of 
'productores'' or 'agricultures', in the words of most of the farmers' leaders, were 
incorporatedd as far as possible into the official frames of the campaign. Chapter four will 
elaboratee on the process of identity mobilization and formation, while here I will focus on 
thee strategic framing towards potential rural coalition partners and the outside world. The 
followingg text was issued with the assistance of AECO and supported by the leaders of 
thee local action committee, as a statement of the local standpoint in a report to the 
governmentt investigating committee at the height of the campaign (July 1994). It is one of 
thee few written testaments of locally approved discourse issued during the campaign in 
whichh the authors tried to integrate the two issues of conservation and local development. 
Itt reveals how Ston Forestal was framed as one of the protagonists among other 'villains' 
onn the land use scene. 

'(...)'(...) This paradise of conservation and natural beauty is being unscrupulously 
trampledd underfoot, its resources are being exploited by activities such as 
unselectivee wood cutting, the abuse of lands meant for forestry,... the uncontrolled 
salee of lands to foreigners, and many things that are happening under the eyes of 
governmentt officials ... Moreover, the campesino population has been placed in 
thee difficult situation of being cut off from its opportunities for socio-economic 
developmentt and the rational use of its natural resources by the drastic reduction 
off  state incentives to small producers. This has made it very difficult for them to 
havee access to economic and technological resources to dignify their activities, 
whilee at the same time [the policy, hvdh] has encouraged large foreign companies 
too move into the zone, with mega projects which change the socio-productive (sic, 
hvdh)) dynamics and the traditional culture, converting the population into 
agriculturall  laborers, depriving them of their status of small landowners, which 
formss the basis of the food self-sufficiency of the region and the country. (...) We 
aree not in any way opposed to progress and development, as long as they are in 
harmonyy with nature, but the future of the communities and their environment 
comee first, and not only in terms of the economic interests of specific sectors (...)' 
(Organizacioness Comunales de Osa 1994) 
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Thee written formulation of the problem given above reflects three sets of reasons found 
withinn the local discourse for opposing the project which also manifested themselves 
duringg the interviews. Firstly, there is the critique of Ston Forestal's mode of operation, 
thee employment offered and its treatment of the inhabitants of Osa. Secondly, there is the 
critiquee of the direct or indirect displacement of agriculture by the plantations and their 
impactt on agricultural resources. Thirdly, there are the arguments that nature conservation 
wouldd be threatened by the plantations and industrial employment. These three sets of 
reasonss could be called framing orientations within the local discourse development. 

Framingg orientation one: La Ston has no respect and provides little employment 

Thee first framing orientation criticized the way Ston Forestal was operating and dealing 
withh the issue of land and labor and was probably the earliest one. The Agujas squatters' 
casee was mentioned by almost everybody in the vicinity of Puerto Jimenez and formed 
thee main core of the injustice frame related to the Ston Forestal project. Other elements 
thatt were added included the 'closed attitude' of the company towards criticism, their 
'disrespectfull  way of behaving' towards the community in meetings. The framing also 
includedd the 'injustice' of Ston Forestal infringing the environmental laws (draining a 
wetland,, cutting trees on farms and pieces of secondary forest) and the labor regulations 
(evadingg its responsibility through subcontracting) without being punished. More 
generally,, the criticism concerned the mode of operation of such transnational companies 
inn general. Ston, for example, was said to exploit Costa Rican natural resources and leave 
noo real benefit to the country and the peninsula and, in spite of this, enjoy preferential 
treatmentt by the government, for example through lucrative free trade arrangements. The 
knowledgee of the latter had been added by AECO, as a result of their deliberate research 
intoo the company's operating conditions in the country. 

Thee employment Ston would generate was the main source of disagreement in the 
peninsula,, especially along a dividing line of sources of income and related economic 
identities.. The quantity and quality of labor offered by the company was the major 
argumentt in favor of the company in the beginning and then against the company as time 
wentt on. In the second largest village of the peninsula, La Palma, which was closer to the 
projectedd site for the industrial plant than Puerto Jimenez , the majority of the inhabitants 
weree in favor of the installation of the chip mill and harbor works, This was especially the 
casee among shopkeepers, restaurant and cabinet keepers and owners of tractors, 
chainsaws,, machinery and trucks. Ston Forestal actively sought their contact and support, 
promisingg possibilities for restaurants for the workers and truck drivers, or for managing a 
gasolinee pump near the site28. One of the women who actively supported Ston Forestal, a 
cabinascabinas owner and school teacher called Victoria Lopez, described her vision as follows: 

'Thee chip mill would have been a source of labor and that is what's lacking over 
here.. The people work in timber, transport or agriculture, but it is a hard time. 
Whenn they were searching for gold, the people had enough money, they even went 

Interviewss with Humberto Chaverri, 12-95, Juan Quintero 12-95, and others. 
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too Panama in a taxi to buy clothes. Now they don't even have money to buy their 
childrenn a bicycle. And that isn't easy. But those ecologistas from Puerto Jimenez 
didn'tt want the chip mill because it would contaminate the Gulf. Well, in Golfito 
itt is the same Gulf (that will be contaminated). It was above all a conflict between 
twoo municipalities: that of Osa and that of Golfito, who both wanted to attract the 
project'' (Jan. '97) 

AA shopkeeper in La Palma, who was also actively supportive of the company in meetings 
andd PR activities said: 

'Thee chip mill project would have brought 200,300 workers here, including truck 
drivers.. And that is the most important aspect of the Ston project, because there is 
aa lot of out-migration' (Pedro Calderón, Jul. '97). 

Protesterss against Ston in the same area, mostly agriculturalists and agricultural workers, 
commented: : 

'Theree is no employment (with Ston Forestal), only half a person per hectare. I 
workedd in the banana company earlier, there were 9 persons per hectare! Although 
thee soils become sterilized " , at least the people have work!! There were social 
guarantees,, there were houses, that company did take care of us!' (Gustavo 
Jimenez,, farm laborer and carpenter, Nov. '96) 

'Overr here they have sown 300 hectares. (As a worker) you clean the field, sow 
Gmelina,, take care of it for one year and then you can go off. There is only one 
guardd left over here, nothing more. This doesn't generate anything for the 
community.. They cut the product, take it away and nothing remains. If this 
processs had brought work for 2000 or 3000 persons in a paper mill and paper 
packagingg and all that, that would have been a different story, but they are going 
too finish their product over there' (Juan Quintero, campesino, communal and 
agriculturall  leader, Puerto Escondido, near La Palma, Dec '95) 

Thee latter quotes reflect that people who protested had to have a convincing answer to the 
laborr question and that these arguments may have prevailed over the environmental ones. 
Otherr interviewees and people I met haphazardly in buses and other public spaces ('95-
98)) mostly complained about the lack of work generated by Ston and the low wages they 
paid30,, comparing them with agriculture and banana cultivation. They criticized the fact 
thatt many of the (higher quality) workers in the Southern region were not people from this 
region.. I do not possess sufficient information to quantify the employment the chip mill 

299 One of the arguments of the anti-Ston coalition was that the soils would become chemically degraded 
andd infertile through Gmelina, as had happened due to overexploitation in the banana sector. 
300 Deputy Israel Avila Castro complained in the Legislative Assembly that Ston Forestal paid only 900 
coloness per day (Asamblea Legislativa, 17-4-93), the company responded that 843 colones was the 
minimumm wage (Ston Forestal, 'las mentiras en contra...'94). 
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wouldd have generated. Quite early in the campaign, deputy Israel Avila received and 
acceptedd an invitation from Ston Forestal to join a trip to a chip mill in the US, probably 
meantt to to show the (clean) technology used. The deputy however found out there were 
onlyy 6-12 people working in its daily operation (he probably left out the transport and 
otherr work involved), an observation which he incorporated into the local protesters' 
framing.framing. This further legitimized the protest coalition's actions in the zone31. 

Framingg orientation two: La Ston threatens agriculture. 

Itt may have become clear from the descriptions of the conditions for agriculture why the 
agriculturall  issue was converted into a second major framing orientation in the Osa 
Peninsulaa and Gmelina arborea was easily converted into a symbol of the bankruptcy of 
agriculturee within this frame. Two sub-frames were circulating: one criticizing the abuse 
off  the precarious situation of agriculture and its displacement by the plantations and 
anotherr speculating about the possible detrimental effects of the Gmelina plantations on 
cattlee health, soil fertility and water conservation. 

Thee first sub-frame, focusing upon the abuse of agriculturalists and the 
displacementt of agriculture, was a very strong one. For many, the Ston Forestal campaign 
wass just a new paragraph in a life history full of struggle to be allowed to work the land 
andd defend their agricultural identity against the more powerful land users, foreign 
companiess and government policies. One of the protesters, Enrique Umana, came from 
thee Northern province Guanacaste and had been involved in violent confrontations 
betweenn large-scale cattle ranchers and landless farmers in that area. This was an 
importantt circumstance explaining his disposition towards collective action against Ston 
Forestal.. He described the campaign as becoming part of a local epic of resistance: 

'Heree in the peninsula there were very poor people. They had a lot of land, but 
theyy were suffering from debts and couldn't escape from the bank. When Ston 
camee to the zone, it found the people in this condition and started to take their 
landss away from them. Leased out for any amount! For 3,000 pesos per hectare! 
Andd it was thus that Ston obtained the power over the lands in the Osa Peninsula, 
Puertoo Jimenez . Seeing that they got power over lands that were necessary for the 
smalll  children, we organized a group. And that group fought together with AECO. 
Wee went on meeting several times until the day came that we all met in Golfito. I 
amm an agricultor, I am from Nicoya, from Guanacaste. I have come here to the 
peninsulaa because I didn't have land and I made a sacrifice to buy this piece of 
landd to work it for the rest of the days that are left to me. We have to defend our 
rights!'' (Enrique Umana, farmer and communal leader in Palo Seco, March '96). 

Enriquee was so alarmed at what Ston did to the squatters in Agujas and the stories about 
thee possible effects of the project on agriculture in the zone that he was ready to use 

Thee role of this deputy, Israel Avila, is further discussed in chapter seven. 
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violence,, but the rest of the group discouraged him from doing so. For some protest 
leaders,, resistance to Ston Forestal was a continuity in a life characterized by a struggle 
forr an agricultural livelihood made possible only through access to politico-juridical 
capitall  assets. This is reflected in the account of Juan Quintero, who was at the forefront 
inn the violent struggle with Osa Productos Forestales in the Seventies, in which he 
explainss his vision as follows: 

'Whenn La Osa had gone, we worked in peace. But the prices of basic grains have 
droppedd too much. Everybody thinks that foreign investment is the answer. Now 
Stonn has come, it has presented us a problem almost worse than La Osa did, 
becausee they come to lease lands, which are productive lands. Because of the 
problems,, farmers have no options to produce, they think it is the best to lease out 
theirr lands and just live! But they do not understand that the costs have risen too 
much.. The necessity of this country and farmers is that producers can produce, be 
ablee to work for the future! Not to be dependent on anybody, but to be self 
sufficientt (...) Ston comes here to occupy the land and will leave nothing to the 
country,, that is my way of thinking about them.' (Dec. '95). 

Rogelioo Sanchez describes the use of lands for Gmelina as opposed to regional and 
nationall  prosperity, something I frequently heard during interviews. 

'Youu can follow the road to Puerto Jimenez and to Palmar Norte and all that is 
sownn is Gmelina. These lowlands were rice fields and large cattle farms before, 
somee had even 5000 calves for export on their farm. We were self-sufficient in 
nationall  consumption and rice was exported, now we have to buy imported rice 
here!!  There were rice fields until Gmelina arrived (...) there was a huge growth in 
ricerice cultivation in the Southern zone. They even said that with rice only from the 
Southernn zone, the national market was covered. And now there is hardly any rice 
overr here.' (March '96). 

Thee low prices at which Ston Forestal was able lease the lands, given the precarious 
situationn and the unequal conditions of the contracts, fed the perception of injustice even 
more.. Ston started by paying about 20 USD (between 15 and 35) per hectare per annum, 
oftenn paid for six years in advance, thus without compensation for the devaluation. And 
thee fact, for example, that farmers could not enter their own farms without permission 
duringg the contract period, and that only Ston Forestal could shorten the contract or 
changee the regulations, astonished former leaders of the farmers cooperatives and 
movementt in the zone (interviews Dec. '95). Some were afraid that, once covered with 
trees,, the farms would never be cleared again, given the constantly changing 
environmentall  regulations imposed on the farmers. The criticism of displacement of 
agriculturee was also expressed to me during the fieldwork interviews by government 
officialss working in agriculture32. Even forestry engineers criticized the occupation of 

122 IDA, MAG/Sector Agropecuario, Programa de Desarrollo Rural. 
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agriculturall  lands by the plantations, but during this period (1995-1998) the campaign was 
overr and nobody spoke out in the open any more. During the campaign (1993-1994), the 
agriculturall  injustice/displacement frame played an important role in local activism. 

AA second sub-orientation that played an important role in the agricultural 
resourcess frame was the rumor/argument that, when the trees were cut and the bark and 
remnantss of the wood were lying in the field, or when the piles of wood around the chip 
milll  were waiting to be processed, they would attract a specific type of fly. This fly was 
saidd to attack the cattle and even humans, and the effects were said to be lethal. This 
rumorr was very strong, especially among inhabitants close to the projected location of the 
chipp mill. (Mogos). According to some, it was the main reason for these people - who 
mightt be expected to welcome the enlargement of their employment possibilities and/or 
clientelee -, to oppose the project. The frame was probably initiated by the local 
forestry/conservationn NGO TUVA33 in a very early phase of the campaign, when it wrote 
aa report on the potential environmental impacts of the Stone project. This report, which 
gatheredd all kinds of information that could possibly be used against the company, 
mentionedd an insect called the Gmelina fly which was said to proliferate in a fungus 
amongg the Gmelina arborea plantations in Brazil (TUVA 1993). The information was 
adaptedd and misinterpreted by word of mouth, strengthened by the information that Stone 
Containerr had been denied the possibility of operations in the Honduran forests of 'La 
Mosquitia'.... which became 'Mosquitero"' and 'Mosquero' (mosquito and flies' nest 
respectivelyy - information from Rogelio Sanchez, March '97). The arguments between the 
protestt coalition and Ston Forestal increased so much that the Neotropica Foundation and 
thee government Forestry Service did a literature study and declared that they had found no 
suchh thing as a fly. Nor, they declared, did the fly occur in other areas where Gmelina was 
foundd on a large scale34. AECO informed the local protest committee of the error, but 
neverr insisted nor clearly denied the rumor and let it take its course in the resistance. The 
framee was especially effective in the remote areas and close to the chip mill site. I heard 
thee argument of the Gmelina fly - mostly followed by 'I'm not sure if it is true' - in 
variouss interviews and informal meetings throughout my fieldwork period, even from the 
mostt active and well-informed participants in the campaign. 

Anotherr issue was the concern about the possible effects of the Gmelina on the 
soils.. It was said to extract too many nutrients because of its rapid growth, it was said to 
'sterilize'' the soil. Moreover, its stumps and roots would remain and continue to 
proliferatee after removal of the plantation cover, making subsequent agricultural use 
difficult.. Many interviewees mentioned that the soil would not be of any use after it had 
beenn used for Gmelina for so many years. 

Anotherr argument mentioned was that the remnants of the Gmelina trees 
(especiallyy on the largest finca, Salama, of 1000 hectares) could cause obstruction in the 
rivers,rivers, something that already happened through deforestation in the area. Furthermore, 
concernss were expressed about the use of insecticides to protect the trees and the 

Thee organization of the Spanish intellectual who contacted AECO in 1992. His role was mentioned in 
previouss chapters and is to be discussed further in chapter five. 
344 Such as Hojancha de Nicoya in Costa Rica. 
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herbicidess used to destroy the stumps after the harvest. In sum, the Ston Forestal project 
wass portrayed as a threat to the quantity and quality of (especially) economic and 
ecologicall  capital available to agricultural production. 

Framingg orientation three: La Ston threatens nature and tourism 

Thee government had most probably pressurized the peninsula inhabitants so much with 
environmentall  measures and regulations such as establishing the Park, establishing the 
Forestt Reserve and other areas, all with severe limitations on tree cutting, agricultural and 
otherr uses, that a project which used environmental discourse (sustainable development 
andd reforestation) to legitimize itself was easily unmasked. The protest coalition 
questionedd why Ston Forestal was receiving preferential treatment and was being fiercely 
defendedd by governmental representatives such as the Environmental Minister, with the 
argumentt that it would be a compahia reforestadora ('reforesting company') . According 
too the protesters, Gmelina was just a monoculture that was going to be cut after a while, 
likee any other agricultural crop. 

'Theyy say they are reforesting, that isn't true. It is a monoculture that will be cut 
(Bob:: all at the same time/clear-cut (all at once) is the official forestry term) 
Reforestationn is make forest grow and a Gmelina plantation is not a forest.' 
(Ottoniell  Barquero, March '96) 

'Whenn they started to sow Gmelina we saw that they were cutting secondary 
forestt and setting fire to it. So, reforestation, what reforestation? Why not keep the 
secondaryy forest? They cut timber trees such as cedro and many others, Palma 
Real!Real! (..) Here in Agujas, Ston Forestal destroyed more than 2,000 trees of Palma 
Real,Real, despite it being an untouchable plant. It is like a national monument! It 
shouldd be left to grow there! We protested because we saw this wrongdoing.' 
(anonymouss farmers' leader, March '96) 

Thee national symbol of Palma Real against the imperialist symbol of Gmelina arborea? 
Off  course, AECO, with its ecologist mission, was also instrumental in the development of 
thiss third framing orientation. The fact that people did not see Gmelina plantations as a 
forestt at all also had to do with the fact that hardly any wildlif e or birds could be 
observed,, especially in the younger plantations: 

'Youu can walk through a Gmelina plantation and there is not any bird or living 
creaturee in it. Why? There is something. There are so many birds here, such as 
parrotss and scarlet macaws; the macaws always fly around here, but not in the 
Gmelina.. They know that it is poisonous and that they shouldn't touch this place. 
Theyy don't even stop there, they may fly over, but they never stop, never. They 
don'tt build nests, there is something strange.(...)' (anonymous, March '96) 

155 An issue to be discussed in chapters six and seven. 
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II  heard the same argument from tourist guards from the zone. The issue of reforestation 
andd biodiversity is discussed further in the chapter on science (chapter six). 

Onee of the strongest threats felt from the project was the potential damage of both 
thee industrial plant and the plantations to the tourist industry in the longer run. The 
peninsulaa has a lot of attractions, the Golfo Dulce and its peaceful scenery, birds, 
dolphins,, mangroves, rivers for kayaking, the renowned Corcovado National Park and 
Piedrass Blancas (formerly Esquinas) National Park, Golfo Dulce Forestry Reserve and 
others.. In the early Nineties the number of visitors to the Corcovado Park increased 
annuallyy from less than 5,000 in 1990 to about 20,000 in 1994. This was mostly due to 
visitorss from abroad (ACOSA 1995). 

Thee tourism in the National Park is completely under government control. 
Elsewheree the majority of tourist activities are in foreign hands. However, many 
additionall  services to tourists are provided by people from Puerto Jimenez. This includes 
taxis,, tourist guides (both paid quite well), shops, cabinas, and bars. There is some 
employmentt in the governmental Park Service (about 25 people) and in the hotels. A very 
highh class hotel in Osa pays wages on a daily basis to 30 people from the area, although 
thee employment may only be temporary. Many of the Costa Rican inhabitants have taken 
coursess to enable them to switch to, or incorporate, small-scale tourism enterprise as a 
(complementary)) livelihood strategy themselves and expectations are high. 

'Noww it is Gmelina, Gmelina, Gmelina all over the place. What will the tourist 
thinkk when he comes in through Rincon, only Gmelina! He comes here to see a 
beautifull  Costa Rica as he has always seen it! A Costa Rica full of natural trees!' 
(formerr gold prospector and campesino/agncultmal worker, Gustavo Jimenez , 
Dec.. '95) 

Thee idea of both the nationwide chamber of small-scale tourism enterprise (CANAMET), 
withh a local branch in Puerto Jimenez, and the citizens' committee for the protected areas 
off  the peninsula (CLACOSA), was to attract tourists to sites outside the Corcovado Park 
ass well and thereby spread the economic benefit over more of the peninsula and offer 
peoplee income sources other than agriculture and forestry. Some former agriculturalists 
andd their cooperatives submitted plans to obtain credits to start cabinas and government 
sociall  programs now offer basic courses in English and the treatment of tourists. 
However,, this incorporation of tourism into farmers' livelihood strategy, or even a total 
changee of livelihood strategy, is apparently not that easy to make. Clients are demanding, 
thee market is vulnerable and foreigners have a very high comparative advantage in the 
branch.. This has been a source of anger and frustration for some Costa Rican small 
tourismm entrepreneurs involved in the protest coalition. They scrutinized the illegal 
behaviorr of some of the foreigners. However, during the Ston Forestal campaign, the 
oftenn competitive local and foreign forces cooperated to strive for a common interest, 
namelyy to defend the peninsula's natural tourism resources, although with reservations on 
bothh sides. 
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Thee potential impact of Stone Container's industrial plant, the major binding factor of 
protestt for the national and international coalition, was a matter of concern for people 
livingg in the Osa Peninsula for the following reasons36. Any damage done to the Gulf by 
oill  spills or due to the scenery being spoilt would obviously harm tourism, which is based 
whollyy on the pristine character of the area. Contamination of the Gulf, which is almost 
wave-free,, would not easily be cleaned up naturally and would affect the biodiversity in 
andd around it. Although their numbers are limited, the fish offer supplementary protein to 
locall  families and are a potential income source for tourist fishery enterprises (Hartmann 
1995).. It was feared that, if the lowlands near the sea were increasingly covered by 
plantationss and industry, not only would the scenery near the sea be spoiled, but access to 
thee beach and the sea would, in practice, also be limited. One of AECO's main 
internationall  partners in the protest, the Rainforest Action Network, informed the 
inhabitantss that 150-180 trucks per day would enter the site of the industrial plant. This, 
TUVA,, AECO and others argued, would cut across and thus affect the densely forested 
sectorr of Mogos, a vital section of a biological corridor between the two national parks 
(seee Map 2). This issue became a very central argument to the international coalition. 
Moreover,, traffic of this intensity would harm the road, which is the only way in and out 
forr all the traffic to and from the peninsula. On top of this, nothing had been agreed on 
paperr about the responsibility for its repair. 

AA factor which cannot be neglected here is the fact that these flat areas close to the 
seaa and the road — which are attractive for Gmelina - have a very high value as land that 
cann be sold to foreigners and their tourism enterprises. Thus, the people involved in land 
tradee and speculation opposed the company as well. Agujas, for example, where the 
squatterss were found and expelled to sow Gmelina, would have been beautiful land to sell 
too foreigners. Various pieces of land between Puerto Jimenez and Matapalo are also 
attractivee for that purpose and potential buyers would undoubtedly rather have natural 
forestt than Gmelina in their backyard. This land trade sector is largely in the hands of 
foreignerss - albeit with Costa Rican partners, as required by law. Under official policy 
theyy are not allowed to enrich themselves with Costa Rican patrimony. This line of 
argumentt therefore never became part of the official frame. Furthermore, the speculators 
hadd different interests. Land speculators around Mogos and the planned industrial plant, 
weree tacitly in favor of Stone coming to the area. 

Defensee of natural resources of the peninsula: common ground 

Despitee the diversity of interests and identities among the peninsula's inhabitants, there 
wass common ground among Costa Ricans and between the Costa Ricans and the 
foreignerss in the collective interest of defending natural resources against 'appropriation', 
overexploitationn and/or spoliation by the Ston Forestal project. For some, it was nature 
whichh had to be conserved. For others, the agricultural land had to be kept for production, 
whilee others were keen to ensure the fishing waters were not spoiled. Still others wanted 

366 For this overview I use interview material, backed up with AECO's documents. Where possible, 1 
specifyy the initial source of the argument. 
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too preserve the scenery which was so valuable for tourism. However, all the 'vecinos de la 
Peninsula'Peninsula' (neighbors of the peninsula), united in the protest committee, had something to 
fearr from the possible effects of the plantations, the industrial plant, or the general 
productivee strategy reflected in the project, on their livelihood strategy, sustainability and 
security.. In early 1993, AECO helped to establish the Committee for Defense of the 
Naturall  Resources of the Osa Peninsula (Comité Pro Defensa de Los Recursos Naturales 
dede la Peninsula de Osa). The Comité Pro Defensa became a block of inhabitants of the 
areaa opposed to the political and economic interests represented in the Ston Forestal 
project.. Officially, it consisted of Costa Ricans only, not only because of the language gap 
andd the remoteness of most of the locations where foreigners lived, but also because it 
wass deliberately kept 'national' and 'local' to some extent in order to be able to build an 
emancipatoryy collective identity and to legitimize real local action. Most foreigners 
respectedd this and offered their help with cars for transportation and assistance in 
collectivee actions, letter writing and monetary support37. 

3.4.. Resistance, negotiation and compliance in the settlements 

Evenn though the worsened agricultural conditions encouraged many farmers to cooperate 
withh Stone, leasing out their land was not an option for all. Before, during and after the 
campaign,, farmers' organizations employed a variety of strategies to resist or utilize the 
company.. I will give three examples. The first, and most extensive, is the case of Rancho 
Quemado,, a rural settlement where community leaders tried to halt the domino effect of 
out-migrationn from their village stimulated by Ston Forestal. The case shows some of the 
village-levell  dynamics at play in the opposition to the project, without AECO having 
muchh influence. The second example concerns the response to the project of Finca 
Sandalo,, a cooperative which tried both to seize the opportunities offered by Ston Forestal 
andd to resist them at the same time - closely assisted in the latter strategy by AECO. As in 
thee case of Rancho Quemado, it exposed the ambivalent attitude of the Costa Rican land 
bank,, IDA, towards the Stone project. The third case is that of SIPRAICO, a large 
farmers'' union in the Osa Peninsula during the early Ston Forestal years. Their leaders 
madee a pact with the company to strive for a commonn goal: to get rid of the restrictions on 
landd use and tree cutting in the Forest Reserve. 

Haltingg the domino effect: the case of Rancho Quemado 

Thee village of Rancho Quemado - founded in around 1960 by agricultural pioneers -
offeredd fertile, relatively flat lands which were attractive for the Ston Forestal project. 
Mostt of the larger farms in the village grew beans or were used as pasture lands, while 
mostt of the medium-sized and smaller farms grew rice, rice, maize and bananas (platano) for 
self-sufficiency.. Largely because of the poor road to the village, commercial mechanized 
ricerice cultivation never got off the ground in Rancho Quemado. Most of the 40-60 families 

Thee role of foreigners is addressed again in chapter five. 
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inn the village farmed 20-30 hectares. Some had smaller pieces or no land, five families 
hadd 40-90 hectares and four families had more than 200 hectares. The farmers in these 
latterr categories started to get in touch with Ston Forestal. The agricultural crisis had led 
themm to offer their large cattle farms to the company at relatively low prices since 
receivingg rent from the company was a more lucrative option for them. When the first 
largee farmers leased out their lands and left the village, many smaller ones wanted to 
followw their example, but they were prevented from doing so by other segments of the 
population. . 

Thee first person to lease out his land was Luis Barquero. He had played an 
importantt role in the village economy as a fanner, as a trader of wood and cattle, as a 
'banker'' offering incidental credits, as a middleman buying beans before the harvest - i.e. 
inn times of cash scarcity - and as a capital provider for maintenance of the village road. 
Moreover,, three families earned their livelihoods on his cattle farm as permanent workers 
andd guards. His 150-200 animal farm provided a wage income for another 8-20 people 
whoo worked for two months a year on tasks such as clearing the weeds and repairing the 
gates.. The cash spent by his workers generated some economic activity in the village 
itself.. But Luis grew old and sick and his sons wanted to continue their activities as wood 
andd cattle traders, rather than stay in the village and cultivate the farm. They leased out the 
farmm for 12 years in 1991 and the company sowed 84 of its 300 hectares with Gmelina. 

Thee second farm leased to Ston Forestal was owned by Jose Valverde; the 
companyy sowed 30 of the 51 hectares. Jose wanted to lease out his land mainly because 
hee had a personal conflict in the village. He left to take a job with the pineapple-producing 
companyy on the other side of the Golfo Dulce. 

Anotherr farmer who, like Luis, had offered certain employment and support to the 
communityy was Joaquin Solano. He had bought his farm, the largest one of all, from one 
off  the first pioneers of Rancho. Ston used 260 of his 1000 hectares, some years after Luis 
hadd leased out his land. Meanwhile, Joaquin had a management plan drawn up for the use 
off  timber from his forest area, and he sold his cattle. This provided him with a huge one-
offf  payment. 1 estimate that it was at least 30 million colones, which was about 200,000 
dollarss at that time. He invested this in more lucrative economic projects he already had 
elsewhere,, such as coffee farms. Before he left, two families (seven persons) had been 
ablee to earn their livelihoods on his land as guards, by cultivating beans and by managing 
thee cattle. 

Thee fourth lessor was Pedro Urena. His family had serious debts which caused the 
bankk to claim his 66 hectares of property. They either had to sell all their 50 cows or lease 
outt 36 hectares of their land to Ston for 12 years and receive 10,000 colones per hectare 
perr annum, which they did in 1994. His wife stressed the importance of not selling the 
cattlee and opting for a multiple strategy, which they did. After leasing a large part of their 
landd to Ston, they rented the rest to a family member for cattle grazing and left their own 
cattlee with another person. Luis and his family remained in the village, guarding 
someone'ss else's cattle farm . This provided them with a certain income, augmented with 
thee income from the cheese they made. In 1994, they had obtained three years' payment 
inn advance from Ston Forestal, but this was not enough to cancel their debts, which they 
stilll  had in 1997. 
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Whereass under 'normal' conditions of cattle ranching, the farms had generated a more or 
lesss sustainable livelihood for an estimated seven families plus 60 months of paid work 
perr annum (van den Hombergh 1999), the employment situation worsened after the farms 
weree leased to the company. During the period of the establishment of the 400 hectares of 
Gmelinaa plantations, between 1992 and 1994, the company provided three months of 
employmentt for 30 workers. In the beginning of 1999 there was a stable situation with no 
sowingg and no cutting and the company employed just two guards in Rancho, who did not 
evenn come from the village. This may be regarded as a significant decrease in 
employmentt in the isolated and economically vulnerable village. 
Intervieweess told me that 23 families had left in the past seven years, which meant that the 
populationn would have decreased from 65 to 42 families. As is the case throughout the 
area,, Ston Forestal was not the only factor to cause this out-migration. Other factors 
includee the poor road, the lack of secondary education, the lack of electricity (until 1999), 
thee absence of medical services and the failure to find agricultural alternatives.38 The Ston 
Forestall  project could best be called a catalyst or accelerator in this process of out-
migration. . 

Communityy leaders, among others, considered the Ston Forestal project to be a 
dangerr because it encouraged the exodus of their community members and the fixation of 
landd use in the village with Gmelina. When this specific case was researched in 1997, 
Ranchoo Quemado had 13 % of all the Gmelina in the Osa Peninsula. I estimate that, 
betweenn 1993 and 1998, Ston Forestal administered about 1,400 hectares in the village, in 
fourr farms with a net production of 400 hectares of Gmelina. The rest was forested or not 
suitablee for Gmelina cultivation for other reasons. The total cultivable area in Rancho 
measuredd about 4,000 hectares, thus 10% of it was occupied by Gmelina and probably 
somee more of it administered by the company39. According to local leaders, this 
percentagee would have been much higher without their intervention. 

Inn 1993, three people started to oppose the project. These were the owner of the 
locall  shop and the bus to transport people to the main road, a farmers' leader who had 
beenn one of the pioneers and was in search of more land to cultivate, and his son. They 
proposedd that the IDA land bank should buy the land and distribute it to those who indeed 
wantedd to cultivate crops. They tried to make a pact with IDA to do so in future cases of 
out-migrationn and also to take back the land that had already been leased behind its back. 
Theyy were unsuccessful in their efforts. The IDA regulations do include a provision that 
parcelerosparceleros need their permission for arrangements like this. If someone leased out his 
landd for 6-18 years, he or she would - in principle - risk losing their title. IDA administers 
moree than 41,000 hectares in the Osa Peninsula (PDR et al 1995), of which 1,000 hectares 
(onn larger farms) were leased to the company behind IDA's back, with the help of senior 
officialss and private lawyers. A high proportion of these were situated in Rancho 

388 Interviews 1997-1999, van der Pol 1993. 
Figuress are based on lists of Ston Forestal leasing contracts in 1993 and interviews and field visits in 

1997.. The quantities sown by Ston were 84, 30, 260 and 24, giving a total of 398 hectares. The majority 
off  the leased farms were not sown with Gmelina and where the amount of 10% is mentioned, this refers 
too the unsown parts of the teased farms that were not counted as agricultural area. However, it is not 
knownn what part of them would be suitable for crops other than Gmelina. 
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Quemado.. Rancho Quemado is a settlement in the middle of the Forestry Reserve, 
managedd by IDA. This came about because of an earlier land swap40, when people had 
alreadyy started their own, free, farms. IDA therefore does not have the same authority 
overr its inhabitants as it does in settlements where the land bank itself distributed the 
parcelas.parcelas. It was probably partly because of this that IDA did not protest strongly or want 
too intervene when the first large landowners leased out their lands to the company behind 
itss back. Moreover, claiming back the land and cutting the Gmelina would lead them into 
conflictt with the company and they did not want to run the risk of having to pay 
compensation.. To express his worry, however, the local director of IDA wrote a report 
aboutt the problem and sent it to its headquarters in San Jose. He started to warn other 
farmerss that they would lose their (future) ownership rights if they leased out their land. 

Becausee of the limited response of IDA, the protesters turned to various 
techniquess of persuasion to stop the erosion of their community, their clientele and their 
opportunitiess to obtain land. For example, they threatened to squat on the land of the 
largerr farmers or threatened to deny of any kind of help from the Asociación de 
DesarrolloDesarrollo (the local government), in an attempt to persuade farmers not to lease out their 
land.. Many of those who had worked temporarily for Ston Forestal, but who had realized 
thatt there were no long-term employment prospects and limited land to cultivate, joined 
thee protest. 

Thee Rancho Quemado village is an example of rather autonomous resistance. Contrary to 
otherr locations, hardly anybody mentioned the interventions of AECO in the village. Nor 
didd many people mention the issue of Stone's chip mill. The issue played no role in the 
autonomouss resistance. Instead, as protesters commented, the industrial plant and harbor 
wouldd indeed have been a source of employment. The style of resistance was based on a 
certainn consensus within the Asociación de Desarrollo and among local leading figures. A 
communityy member who proposed and urged taking drastic measures against Ston 
Forestal,, such as setting fire to their plantations, was marginalized and pushed out of the 
villagee protest coalition. Most probably, in a village such as Rancho, where people are so 
interdependent,, such provocative measures would have initiated further internal conflict, 
promptingg more erosion of the community. This was precisely what the protesters wanted 
too avoid41. The ones who protested were apparently those who saw possibilities for 
obtainingg more land through a pact with IDA, those who had (opened) good land 
resources,, those who did not want to lose their clientele and those who wanted to save the 
developmentt of their village which they had fought hard for during 30 years of work. In 
thee local discourse about Ston Forestal, I found the same aspiration to defend the 
agriculturall  identity as in other villages that had had more contact with AECO. This 
supportss my conclusion that existing local discourse played an important role in AECO's 
framingg work. 

4<11 When the National Park was established and Osa Productos Forestales expropriated. Some lands 
belongingg to the latter were given to IDA (then ITCO) to give out to landless farmers. Rancho had 
alreadyy been cultivated by farmers for almost two decades when this happened. 
411 It should be mentioned here that AECO also discouraged any initiative involving violence, as it was 
alsoo their goal to strengthen unity rather than provoke conflict among the farming population . 
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Issuess of connection to the land, political cleavage and infrastructure seem to have 
playedd a role in the farmers' decision to lease out their land. The ones who leased out 
theirr lands and left had held important posts in the village, but they had not been 
amongg the initial pioneers who opened up the land with their own hands. Solano and 
Barqueroo had bought the land some 15 years after the village was created. Instead, two 
off  the strongest defenders of the land against Ston Forestal had been such pioneers, 
Onee of them said that he was among those who opened up the 1,000 hectare farm that 
hadd been leased out. Moreover, the ones who leased their lands and left the village 
weree adherents of the Christian right of center party, PUSC, while the local leadership 
iss mainly in the hands of adherents to the social democratic, the PLN42. When the PLN 
candidate,, Figueres Olsen, was elected president in 1994, two deputies in San Jose, 
whoo themselves owned land in and close to the village 43, saw a political opportunity to 
strengthenn the infrastructure in and leading to the village. With their help and with 
somee financial assistance from Ston Forestal too (!), the road to the village was 
improvedd in 1997. The whole peninsula, including Rancho Quemado, obtained 
electricityy and a telephone was installed in the village. Various people who had 
migratedd were said to have plans to come back. The sons of Luis Barquero were 
disappointedd about their decision to lease to Ston Forestal. When they saw that 
economicc opportunities were improving and in order to be able to end the contract, 
theyy began a legal battle with the company, because it had cut valuable trees on their 
land,.. They wanted to use the land for grazing again, exploit the forested parts of the 
farmm on the basis of a management plan and sell the land. When I talked in 1997 to 
otherr farmers in Rancho who had planned to lease out their lands earlier, they said that 
theyy were happy not to have done so. 

Thee case of Rancho Quemado reveals issues of interdependence and social 
differencee concerning agricultural options. A farmer like Joaquin Solano could regard 
Stonn Forestal as part of an economic package based on comparative advantage, which 
madee him squeeze out as much money as possible from his farm in Rancho in one go in 
orderr to invest it in other more viable economic activities he was involved in. The smaller 
farmer,, Pedro Urena and his wife, tried to do so as well. They opted for a multiple 
strategyy but they had less economic room for maneuver and were consequently less 
successfull  . They coped, however, through traditional additional income strategies: 
guardingg and making cheese on the farm of a larger neighbor. It was exactly these kind of 
copingg strategies that smaller farmers saw being threatened by Ston Forestal throughout 
thee peninsula. 

Resistancee and negotiation in other IDA settlements: the example of Finca Sandalo 

Thee small parcelas of the various IDA settlements in the Osa Peninsula do not absorb all 
thee family labor and farmers therefore often search for additional work on the larger rice 

""  Van der Pol 1993 states, that in the years when PUSC's Calderon was president, the village's 
Asociaciónn de Desarrollo received very littl e help. 
44 The deputies were named Otton Solis and Claudio Morera. 
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andd cattle farms. The fact that the rice farms were mechanized and the cattle farms 
extensivee in character meant that neither land use type demanded much labor. The amount 
off  labor and the availability and movement of cash in the villages was sometimes decisive 
forr the livelihood strategies of many families, as the case off  Rancho Quemado has shown. 
Becausee a number of large farmers in their neighborhood decided to lease their properties 
too Ston Forestal, many small farmers belonging to the cooperatives in the IDA settlements 
wantedd to follow their example. However, most small farms were not leased, basically for 
threee reasons: the size of their farms, the rules of the IDA land bank and the power of 
settlementt leaders. 

Thee first reason why very small farms of 5-20 hectares (common in the 
settlements)) where not so numerous on the list of Ston Forestal is the low economic 
viabilityy of such a lease both for Ston Forestal, because of the administration costs, and 
forr the farming family. The amount of rent offered was 20 dollars per hectare in the 
beginningg and would have stayed low because of the inferior quality of the soils . At the 
startt of its operations, however, the company tried to persuade anybody, including 
parcelerosparceleros in the IDA settlements, and many of them did opt for the money. However, 
theyy had to reckon with a second factor, the fact that IDA's mission is to give out land to 
thosee who need to work it, as we explained in the former case. Because of this, IDA 
becamee a more or less silent coalition partner to the protesters. The IDA officials did not 
directlyy refuse if settlers wanted to lease out, but they tried to use their influence and 
regulationss to keep people from doing so. 

Inn addition to individual differences among farmers and the IDA regulations and 
influencee in their settlements, a third factor was the internal dynamics of the settlement 
organizations.. This is probably the most crucial factor to understanding the adoption or 
rejectionn of innovations, such as a new type of land use, among interdependent farmers. 
Manyy leaders of the settlement cooperatives and associations, besides opposing the 
projectt for ideological reasons, tried to avoid the erosion of their community or 
agriculturall  organization, and thus its power and their own. Almost all the heads of the 
smalll  farmers' organizations, many of them associated with IDA settlements, participated 
inn the local Defense Committee against Ston Forestal. This was partly for the above 
reasons,, but also for ideological, practical and strategic reasons - because AECO put a 
speciall  effort into working with small farmers' organizations. The ecologists obtained the 
supportt of most of the agricultural and communal leaders in the main agricultural strip, 
wheree Ston Forestal had most presence. This did not mean these leaders could convince 
alll  the other organizations and communities, but they often used social sanctions against 
'dissident'' members if they demonstrated in favor of the Ston Forestal project or leased 
outt their land, such as denying them credit or support from the cooperative. The following 
examplee shows that the leaders themselves could also have an ambivalent attitude towards 
Stonn Forestal and try out different strategies. 

FincaFinca Sandalo is one of the three IDA settlements founded to resettle the gold 
pannerss who were displaced by the establishment and enlargement of the Corcovado 

444 Note that the farms in Rancho Quemado are often larger and of better quality and, therefore, worth 
moree rent. 
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Nationall  Park; at the time of the research, 93 parceleros were living there. IDA gave them 
land,, houses and even food in the beginning and the agricultural service, MAG, tried to 
findfind agricultural options for the new settlers, although without much success. Despite 
thesee efforts, many gold panners resisted the change of lifestyle to arduous agricultural 
workk on pieces of land which were often small and not of a very high quality. Many 
abandonedd or sold their parcelas once they had obtained their land title. In the early years 
off  the Ston Forestal project, the settlement was involved in negotiations with the company 
too be able to obtain some benefit from the project. In 1991, the cooperative of Finca 
Sandalo,, APROFISA45, obtained free Gmelina seeds from Ston Forestal, to be used in a 
reforestationn effort of 36 hectares, for which the parceleros received government 
incentives46.. Two years later, the main leader of the cooperative, Ottoniel Barquero, a 
smalll  and poor farmer himself, had become seriously disappointed with the company's 
movess and motives in the Osa Peninsula. Firstly, through the violent action against 
squatterss in Agujas close to his settlement, which resulted in people of that farm coming 
too his house to beg for food and secondly because the company had refused to provide 
somee aid to the school in his settlement when he had asked for it, again in 1992. The 
possiblee erosion of his Association and its livelihood options in the area must have played 
aa role as well. Contacts with AECO in 1993 strengthened his skepticism about the 
company'ss impacts and probably created the hope that, through this new and enthusiastic 
partner,, useful contacts would be established with the outside world. He started to 
organizee resistance to the Ston Forestal project among the main members of APROFISA, 
whichh led to reaction from IDA. 

'IDAA called us to ask what we thought of the issue. They said that if an individual 
wantedd to lease out his land, he could do so. But we made a pact inside 
APROFISAA that we wouldn't do so - it was a gentlemen's agreement' (Ottoniel 
Barquero,, Nov. '96). 

Earlier,, he had told me: 

'Inn APROFISA we are 35 socios, who have 5 or 6 hectares each... We were 
unanimouslyy against Ston, because Gmelina would be bad for the soil. But the 
wholee association consists of 93 parceleros (...) Of the rest, most are in favor of 
Stonn Forestal, knowing that it is bad, but they need the money' (Dec. '95) 

Despitee the differences of opinion within the settlement, APROFISA became one of the 
mostt prominent members of the local protest coalition in the years 1993-1994, due 
especiallyy to the effort of Ottoniel and his wife Janina. In 1994/1995, after the campaign 

455 Asociacion de Productores de Finca Sandalo. 
466 This was done before the report into the environmental effects of Stone was initiated and was therefore 
partt of an early effort to establish community relations. The incentives for reforestation came from the 
Fondoo de Desarrollo Forestal, a fund initiated by the Dutch development cooperation, intended 
especiallyy for reforestation by farmers without a formal land title. 
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againstt Ston Forestal was closed down, APROFISA had not only lost personal friends in 
thee persons of Oscar and Maria, but also access to politico-juridical capital which had 
madee AECO a potentially interesting longer-term partner or ally. Despite still lacking 
agriculturall  options, APROFISA organized further negotiations with Ston Forestal. A 
groupp of members explored the possibility of growing Gmelina on their own land. The 
companyy would provide the inputs and be given first refusal to buy the product. By this 
time,, however, IDA was more resistant to the idea than the settlement's leaders and 
refusedd to agree. 

Inn November 1996, resistance to the Ston project within the settlement was given 
anotherr impulse. APROFISA was one of the cooperatives that could not find enough land 
too cultivate rice in the following year. They found only half of the 100 hectares they 
wantedd to rent. According to the leaders, this was due to the Gmelina plantations blocking 
thee free exchange of land and this resulted in further feelings of resentment against the 
company.. In 1997-98, the cooperative was involved in constructing a factory to make 
chipss from roots and tubers and bananas, with help from the EU. Ottoniel and his 
colleaguess expressed the hope that this would finally be a solution to the permanent 
economicc crisis in the settlement. 

AA deal with Ston Forestal: the case of the SIPRAICO farmers union 

Afterr Rancho Quemado, which was an example of fierce protest, and Finca Sandalo, 
whichh was one of ambivalence and negotiation, the next example is one of a far-reaching 
pactt with Ston Forestal. SIPRAICO47 was a very large and powerful farmers' union in the 
peninsulaa when Stone Container started its project in the area. The leadership of the union 
activelyy sought to make a pact with the company in order to strive for common goals. The 
unionn was born in about 1990, precisely because a political opportunity arose to avoid the 
restrictionss imposed on wood cutting and agriculture by the protected area system. They 
succeededd in coming to an agreement with the government which allowed farmer 
memberss without land titles inside the Forestry Reserve to cut a maximum of five trees 
perr year over a certain period, on condition that they replanted ten. Because of this 
possibilityy to cut trees, SIPRAICO reached a maximum of 800 members in its most active 
years,, almost ten times as many as any other organization in the area during the years of 
myy research. However, the agreement was abused by SIPRAICO members and so the 
speciall  treatment was cancelled in 1992, after which the organization slowly, but surely, 
felll  apart. Between October 1992 and January 1993, within the framework of searching 
forr new ways to attain their organization's goals, the leaders of the organization presented 
twoo complaints to the Constitutional Chamber, whose task is to judge the compatibility of 
certainn laws and regulations with the Constitution.48 The complaints concerned the 
creationn of the Golfo Dulce Forestry Reserve, which was anti-constitutional according to 

44 Sindicato de Productores Agricolas Independientes del Canton de Osa 
488 On the 26-10-92 the leadership of the organization presented a recurso de amparo - a complaint in 
defensee of citizen's rights as written down in the Constitution - followed on 20-1-93, by a recurso de 
inconstitucionalidadinconstitucionalidad - a complaint questioning the compatibility of certain laws and regulations with the 
Constitutionn - to the Constitutional Chamber. 
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SIPRAICO,, because it denied its inhabitants their 'property rights, their rights to work, to 
freedom,, equality and security' and forced them to ask permission for any agricultural, 
commerciall  or forestry intervention they might want to carry out. They also complained 
thatt no compensation was paid to those affected by the reserve (source: BOSCOSA/ 
CEDARENAA 1993). On February 8, the Chamber replied that they should present their 
complaintt in another way if it was to succeed. 

Throughh its interest in the land resources within the Forest Reserve and backed by 
thee support of such a large group of farmers, Ston Forestal took up this task the same year, 
presentingg a complaint against the requirements for obtaining a land title in the Reserve as 
formulatedd in the Entitlement Law49. They did this jointly with other lawyers, but using 
somee of the same arguments SIPRAICO had used. The company may well have been 
involvedd in the first effort as well. At that time the union and Ston Forestal were pursuing 
thee same goals, namely to use the land titles in the extensive and attractive Forestry 
Reservee in order to be able to cut the trees by means of 'forest management plans' and to 
soww Gmelina or otherwise cultivate the land afterwards. In its complaint, Ston Forestal 
criticizedd the fact that many inhabitants of the Reserve had already obtained -some or all 
off  their ownership rights before the establishment of the Reserve, a fact that would be 
deniedd by the restrictions on the free trade in the land resources imposed by the legal 
regimee of the Reserve (BOSCOSA/CEDARENA 1993). 

Duringg the campaign, the complaint was kept in the files of the Chamber, but it 
wass issued in February 1995 when the political climate was such that there was more 
chancee that it would be successful . All the open protest had cooled down and AECO's 
mainn leaders had died. The environmental ministry and others asked for the complaint to 
bee rejected50, but in the absence of further social resistance it was hardly noticed that the 
Constitutionall  Chamber indeed declared some articles of the Entitlement Law anti-
constitutional.. It is very probable that this decision found its way into a new entitlement 
laww for reserves51 , which did change the rules of forest use within the reserve, making it 
easierr to obtain property rights and to sell or cut trees. By then, because of all the bad 
publicityy during the campaign about their environmental impact and their poor production 
resultss on soils meant for forest cover, Ston Forestal no longer wished to make use of the 
neww possibilities and stayed out of the reserve52. However, the woodcutters by no means 
stayedd out. The same Max Koberg, director of Ston Forestal when it took the initiative of 
makingg the complaint in 1993, was now the head of the increasingly influential Chamber 
off  the Forestry Industry when the new rules came into force. Together with the new, 
deregulatoryy Forestry Law of 1996, the new Entitlement Law subsequently had 
devastatingg effects on the forest cover of the Forestry Reserve in 1997-1999 , provoking 
ann accelerated deforestation and new fierce protests against it in the Osa Peninsula, which 
wil ll  be discussed later. The ecologists had always feared that the Forest Reserve would be 

11 Ley de información posesoria, complaint no 233/93. 
,00 AECO archives 
''' Ley de titulación en tierras ubicadas en reservas nacionales, no 7599, approved in 1997 
'22 Except for some 500 hectares obtained before 1995, Maldonado 1997, author's own field data 
i3Comisiónn de Veda 1998, Lobo et al. 1999 
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affectedd by the Stone project and thus Ston Forestal indeed contributed to some extent to 
itss deforestation, indirectly and after a delay through the Constitutional Chamber. This 
issuee will be revisited in the chapter on national politics, chapter seven. 

Inn any case, Ston Forestal found a strong tactical ally in SIPRAICO during the 
campaign.. They jointly organized meetings, which were sometimes disturbed by critics 
fromm the Comité Pro Defensa. Ston Forestal was said to have offered SIPRAICO an office 
andd other facilities on its lands once the chip mill had been established. However, in the 
finalfinal phase of the campaign, because of the effort of communal leaders who were both 
memberss of SIPRAICO and involved in AECO's work, the protest coalition succeeded in 
ensuringg that the majority of the general assembly of SIPRAICO voted in favor of the 
plantations,, but against the chip mill. This was a remarkable success for the protesters and 
aa sign that the social base of the resistance against the chip mill in cooperation with 
AECOO had indeed become strong. The contact between Ston Forestal and the union 
ceasedd soon afterwards. 

Thiss section has shown that a diversity of reasons, all related to agricultural livelihood 
securityy - in a spectrum between defense of basic needs and opportunism - pushed local 
leaderss to either oppose Ston Forestal, or to search for possibilities for negotiating benefits 
andd cooperating with the company. Leaders in Rancho Quemado were quite successful in 
theirr resistance strategies, albeit only after some major land users had left the area. Finca 
Sandaloo did not achieve any concrete benefit through its ambivalent strategies towards the 
company.. The board of SIPRAICO did succeed in facilitating forest cutting in the Forest 
Reservee through their juridical-political alliance with Ston Forestal, but only long after the 
organizationn itself had ceased to exist. The next section summarizes and analyses some of 
thee communal and differentiating factors at play in the compliance with and resistance to 
Stonn Forestal by farmers' leaders, as viewed from a perspective of agrarian change. 

3.55 Capital changes: differential access and collective action against Ston Forestal 

Too conclude, I will revisit the decreasing, and increasingly differential, access to various 
sourcess of capital available to farmers, as a consequence of neo-liberal policy and, more 
specifically,, in relation to the Ston Forestal project. What capital did both Ston Forestal 
andd AECO offer to the land users that were so discontented with the situation? 

Neoliberall  change and resistance to the Ston Forestal project 

Inn short, the dismantling of the support system for the production of basic grains and the 
crisiss in cattle production together caused the out-migration of the larger farmers, while 
noo viable economic alternatives appeared that would create jobs or income opportunities 
too the population that remained in the countryside. There had been several attempts in 
recentt years to achieve diversification by introducing cocoa, oil palm, tubers, roots and 
palmm hearts, but most of these crops had encountered serious technical and marketing 
problems.. The neglect of the Southern region by the government and the lack of access to 
thee market of the area, resulted in an economic and political impasse, with the peasants 
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beingg caught on the threshold between traditional farming and modernization which failed 
too meet the needs of their types of farms. Because of this situation, the Ston Forestal 
projectt was able to acquire some 10,000 hectares of (sometimes already abandoned) 
farmland,, pasture and rice fields in the whole of the Southern zone, a quarter of them in 
thee Osa Peninsula, before the organized resistance began. In Ston Forestal's early years 
andd due to its eagerness to obtain 4,000 hectares of leased land per year, the company was 
neitherr very selective nor very careful in its acquisition strategies. This saddled the 
companyy with many unattractive harvest sites later on, but also provoked resistance. The 
squatterr incident we have described was a trigger for the feelings of injustice and an 
importantt ingredient for the organized action later. 

IDAA settlers, leaders of cooperatives, pioneer farmers - in general those whose 
livelihoodd strategy and identity depended to a large extent on natural resources in the Osa 
Peninsulaa and for whom, at the same time, the Ston Forestal project was not a lucrative 
optionn compatible with these strategies and their agricultural identity - opposed the 
project.. In addition to those who had been against the project from the very start, many 
farmerss became increasingly aware of the negative implications of leasing out their 
land.. Often, the farmers involved in the project seem not to have envisioned the 
long-termm impact of their crisis-driven decision. For them, the Ston Forestal project had 
beenn an emergency exit from agriculture, rather than a viable alternative. This shows 
similaritiess with what Zoomers (1999) calls a 'distress sale' (in this instance, we could 
speakk of a 'distress lease'), indicative of short-term coping behavior. Ston Forestal 
establishedd itself successfully in a period when rice prices were low (1991-1992), but 
mett with increased resistance among the farmers when prices started to rise. Former 
ricee farmers who had leased their land could not reintegrate themselves into the activity 
andd thus did not offer the additional employment their smaller neighbors depended 
upon,, while land to be rented for rice production became scarce (1993-4 and 1997). For 
many,, it was astonishing that so much land had been sown with Gmelina in 1994, 
whilee Costa Rica had to import almost a quarter of its domestic production of rice and 
aa quantity of cattle to satisfy domestic demand for meat in the same year (SEPSA 
1994) ) 

Meanwhile,, employment within the Ston Forestal project decreased. Although 
thee sowing phase required intensive labor, soon afterwards labor demands dropped 
untill  only one or two guards per farm remained. In general, and especially in the longer 
run,, Ston Forestal's plantation forestry project offered less employment than 
agriculturee in the area as, for example, a large cattle farm in Rancho Quemado for 
whichh labor requirements were quantified earlier. This was partly due to the character 
off  the project itself, but also to circumstantial factors which will be discussed later. 
Onee might say that a clash occurred in the early 1990s between a changing, increasingly 
neo-Iiberall  government policy and the producers' beliefs about what a just agricultural 
developmentt entailed. Government policy had been supportive to basic grain production 
forr a long time but, with the introduction of structural adjustment in 1985, land use policy 
becamee increasingly less focused on consensus with farmers' organizations and more 
focusedd on the commercialization and diversification of agriculture. Farmers throughout 
thee country experienced a sense of betrayal of the pact they had made with the state and 
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whichh had enabled them to remain productive and which thus avoided a rural exodus 
(Romann 1994). This support had been very relevant to the isolated Osa Peninsula, as 
discussedd in the sections above. The perception of betrayal fed the changing perception of 
Stonee Container's investments. After an initial welcome, the image of the company as a 
benefactorr to the zone probably suffered its greatest reversal soon after the squatter 
incidentt in 1992 (which symbolized the pact between the state and the foreign company) 
andd the sacking of many temporary laborers in the same period. Six types of capital have 
beenn distinguished which determine livelihood sustainability for producers. The 
categoriess are ecological, human (capability), economic, social, politico-juridical and 
symbolicc capital (see 2.4). Differential access to these sources evidently influenced the 
attitudee of farmers towards Ston Forestal as an 'agricultural alternative'. 

Differentiall  access to capital involved in the Ston Forestal project 

Ass far as ecological capital is concerned, the amount of land available, the land quality 
andd whether it was forested or not naturally played a role in determining whether leasing 
outt to Ston Forestal was a profitable option for the farmers. Whereas the company 
searchedd for any kind of terrain in the beginning, after some time they mostly opted for 
easilyy accessible, relatively fertile lands where Stone's machinery would be able to 
operatee and where, in any case, the soils were well drained. It was not only the quantity, 
butt also the quality of the land and the farmers' negotiating ability that started to 
determinee whether Ston Forestal was an option or not. Farmers in many IDA settlements 
hadd plots that were too small and not of sufficient quality to be profitable to both the 
companyy and the farmers. If parceleros wanted to lease out their lands, they were mostly 
withheldd from doing so by pressure from their settlement leaders, backed by the Land 
Bank.. After labor requirements in the Ston Forestal project fell, ID A parceleros and small 
farmerss especially, who were always in search of additional labor, experienced only the 
negativee consequences of their larger neighbors having leased their - more profitable -
landss out to the company. Livestock is a long-term asset for both rich and poor, but the 
costt of maintenance of the larger cattle farm, its labor requirements and inputs exceeded 
thee benefits of it year after year, forcing many cattle ranchers to sell their cattle and invest 
theirr money in more profitable activities in the city or in other types of farms in other 
areas.. Comparing the advantages, many perceived the low but reliable sure income 
offeredd by Ston Forestal to be a better option for their field in Osa (see the examples of 
Solanoo and Barquero in Rancho Quemado). Others stuck to their activity, waiting for 
betterr times, or continued cattle ranching because they saw it as a way of life. 

Thee lack of access to economic and, especially, financial capital was a main factor 
inn the farmers' decisions regarding whether to accept Ston Forestal as an alternative. Low 
prices,, high interest rates, mismanagement of credits and other factors caused 
indebtednesss among both large and small farmers. Interest rates of 30-40% for 
agriculturall  credits were no exception and there many risk factors. There are several 
exampless of families that regarded indebtedness as the main reason for leasing out their 
landd to the company in order to keep it out of the clutches of the banks. Access to credits 
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iss sometimes limited because an activity is considered unprofitable by the banks, or 
becausee farmers in Osa lack land titles. Moreover, the 'gold culture' has encouraged an 
attitudee of living from day to day. This has not been conducive to long-term thinking and 
savingg in the area. The limited access to harvesting machinery is an important risk factor 
inn rice cultivation, where timing is crucial. Of course, the availability or non-availability 
off  human capability, labor, skills, experience, knowledge, creativity and inventiveness 
alsoo played an important role. Despite the fact that rice farms were mechanized and cattle 
farmss large-scale, they still needed wage labor besides having to pay for expensive inputs 
andd insurance and high interest rates on credits. This resulted in the costs exceeding the 
benefits,, especially at times of harvest failure and low prices. The security of farming 
deterioratedd when the CNP withdrew its support for the marketing of produce. A 
substantiall  proportion of the surplus labor on the smaller farms could be switched to wage 
laborr on the larger rice and cattle farms, thus helping to secure their families' livelihood 
andd making a substantial contribution to liquidity and economic activity in this rather 
isolatedd area. Although the former agricultural activities on larger farms were also labor 
extensive,, the change to Gmelina plantations meant a decline in longer-term labor 
requirements,, with no alternatives in sight. As farmers themselves observed, the level of 
educationn and knowledge in Osa was limited and the input of extension officers was often 
insufficientt or inadequate when it came to helping them to adapt to rapidly changing 
circumstances.. Hierarchy in agricultural organizations, which prevented younger 
generationss from influencing the decisions taken, limited the adaptability to the changing 
circumstancess as well. 

Sociall  capital is a crucial factor in this respect and important for an understanding 
off  the farmers' attitude towards the Ston Forestal project. This chapter has revealed some 
off  the dependency relations that played a role in the resistance to the project. The area is 
culturallyy very diverse, people move in and out and there is very limited social cohesion. 
Theree is hardly any tradition of mutual help , except in the churches, although the 
evangelistt churches are very divided. Many factors impede the efficient organization of 
smalll  farmers, who need to be members of cooperatives in order to obtain credits, etc. 
Smallerr farmers, especially those with mini-parcelas from IDA, are dependent on others, 
nott only for additional employment, but also for access to land for rent, transport and 
tradingg facilities from middlemen and informal credits from shops and richer neighbors. 
Wheree smaller farmers join organizations in order to have access to assets, they become 
dependentt on the leaders of these organizations and this may limit their freedom to make 
decisionss e.g. on whether to lease out their land or to demonstrate for or against the Ston 
Forestall  project. The cases of Finca Sandalo and Rancho Quemado showed the power of 
suchh leaders, who often also had a seat in local government. Leaders, are of course 
dependent,, in their turn, on the numbers of rank and file members to provide them with a 
powerr base, from which they could derive social and often economic benefit. They would 
nott want to see their power base eroded by projects stimulating out-migration, such as 
Stonn Forestal. 

Closelyy related to this is the politico-juridical capital (or access to power) 
involvedd in the Ston Forestal conflict. It is difficult to categorize this with the other 
typess of capital because it is less 'tangible', yet it does facilitate the access to and 
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controll  over other sources of capital and is crucial for rural livelihood security. For 
thesee reasons it should be mentioned here as an integral part of the 'capital complex'. 
Withh the withdrawal of state support in the form of credits and marketing facilities and 
thee out-migration of larger neighbors who provided economic and political capital, 
farmers'' leaders have become more dependent on outside agents, such as extension 
officers,, companies such as Ston Forestal, or NGOs such as AECO, to create and seize 
opportunitiess to gain access to political power and obtain donations, credits, etc. for 
developmentt projects. 

Thee scarcity of economic, ecological, politico-juridical and social capital played a role in 
thee protesters' perceptions of livelihood and livelihood security as they saw it being 
threatenedd by the Ston Forestal interventions. AECO offered social and symbolic capital 
andd helped increase access to politico-juridical capital and human capability by increasing 
thee capacity to act collectively, offering binding discourse and supporting the creation and 
usee of political opportunities. Above I mentioned various institutional and socio-cultural 
factorss which impeded effective cooperation between and within agricultural 
organizations.. On the other hand, AECO offered common ground for organization 
throughh discursive, organizational and financial resources, which reached a broad 
coalitionn of various types of organizations. AECO provided the local protesters with 
informationn and discourse about the environmental misbehavior of the company in the US 
andd its failure to generate employment in its home country. Ston Forestal offered potential 
employmentt in the Osa Peninsula and economic capital for the rank and file, as well as 
politicall  and symbolic capital for the farmers' and community leaders in their effort of 
keepingg the communities together. The fact that the employment promised by Ston failed 
too materialize as expected proved symbolic capital in hands of the ecologists later on. 

Moreover,, AECO facilitated discourse on the potential threats to agriculture and 
tourismm in the Southern zone, as well as on the possible negative effects of Gmelina on 
thee soils. AECO and the local campaign leaders together built up an image of Ston 
Forestall  as an enemy of small producers and entrepreneurs. AECO used the biodiversity 
framee as political and symbolic capital to draw international and government attention to 
thee area and its problems. With AECO as an ally, the groups had access to funding, the 
media,, foreign organizations and politicians and were therefore able to create and seize 
politicall  opportunities to have the problems of the peninsula recognized, possibly leading 
too basic support or even lucrative projects. The next chapter will elaborate on AECO's 
rolee in identity mobilization and formation and organizational work in the Osa Peninsula, 
whichh enlarged the politico-juridical and symbolic capital available to local leaders. 

Bothh the Ston project and its opponent AECO may have provided political 
capitall  to leaders who saw their power eroded by the agricultural crisis and their 
lesseningg authority over local production (because of the increased penetration of the 
landd use system by the world market) and over local organization (because of out-
migration).. One might even speak of 'coping strategies of leadership': any outside 
agentt that has political influence or gives some direct economic benefit is a potential 
tacticall  ally for local development goals. In the two years I spent in Osa I always saw 
thee same farmers' leaders appearing at the agricultural and development meetings. 
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Probably,, during the campaign, most local leaders regarded themselves as obliged to 
takee a stand either for or against the Ston Forestal project as a development option, and 
forr or against AECO as an ally in the struggle for change. This was an issue, because it 
limitedd their ability to negotiate on the incorporation of parts of the project into their 
strategies. . 

Thee issues discussed above point again to the fact that structural scarcity is a 
situationn of scarcity of a whole set of different forms of capital, with social and politico-
juridicall  capital being as important as ecological and financial capital. Stone Container 
wass able to exploit the crisis situation as an 'entrepreneurial or business opportunity' for 
gettingg hold of extensive land resources. But cheap land was not sufficient for them, 
either.. The next section, which explores the employment offered by the Ston Forestal 
projectt through the years, shows that Stone Container on its own scale of operation was 
itselff  a vulnerable actor in a situation of increasing competition on the world market. 

Landd and labor after the campaign 

Duringg the campaign, the labor that would be generated by Stone Container in the 
countryy and the economically deprived Southern zone was a contentious issue. The 
ideaa that the project would offer farmers employment and an agricultural alternative 
madee many in the area welcome Ston Forestal initially. However, during the field 
researchh over various periods from 1995 to 1998, inhabitants of the zone in general 
becamee very disillusioned about the benefits the project had generated over the years. 

Itt was claimed in Stone Container's annual report for 1995 that the Ston 
Forestall  project would offer '3,500 jobs, directly and indirectly' in the Southern zone. 
Stone,, in a press communication in 1994, stated that more than 2,000 workers would be 
employedd directly in the reforestation program - the establishment of the plantations -
andd that thousands of others would benefit indirectly (Ston News 8-3-94). In the 
Environmentall  Impact Study in 1993, it was claimed that 'Ston employs between 700 
andd 1200 persons in their preparation and planting work, the maintenance, research and 
plantt breeding center' (orig. Spanish, Ston Forestal EIA 1993). In a reaction to the 
criticismm during the campaign, the project was said to employ 'more than 700 workers' 
(Stonn Forestal 1994). The number of 700 was the bottom line because 705 laborers, to 
bee employed at the start of the operations of their industrial plant and harbor work, was 
thee minimum requirement for the company to obtain a Free Trade arrangement in 1992 
(LaGacetanoo 102,28-5-92). 

Duringg the research, different figures emerged. The figure of 3,500 was most 
probablyy exaggerated. Furthermore, Gmelina needs very littl e maintenance and so the 
numberss of field employees fluctuate substantially according to the numbers of trees 
sownn and harvested. Another factor is that, after some years, the Ston Forestal project 
introducedd specialized machinery which led to a decrease in the amount of wage labor 
neededd from the area. Apart from these factors, which are more or less inherent to the 
project,, there were some circumstantial factors that contributed to declining 
employment.. One of these was that because the autonomous resistance was still 
growingg after the organized protest and publicity that had been given to the issue in 
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1993-94,, the plantations were extended at a much lower pace than projected. 
Byy the end of 1998, Ston Forestal had leased 225 farms covering 14,300 

hectaress throughout the zone and 32 farms covering 3,500 hectares in the Osa 
Peninsula.. Ston Forestal workers complained to me in 1997-98 about how hard it was 
too obtain new land: 'We have our eye on some beautiful cattle farms, but the owners 
aree too stubborn to give in'. According to them, the resistance had led people to weigh 
theirr decisions for longer and they were asking higher prices (prices had risen from 15 
USDD to 85 USD per hectare in 8 years - although this was very dependent on 
accessibilityy and the quality of the land). The delay and even cancellation (!) of the 
industriall  plant, first because of the conflict of 1993-1995 and later because of the poor 
statee of the market (1995 and beyond), naturally also reduced the pace of extension. 
Stonee Container did not want to invest too much in labor, land and industrialization for 
aa product that had low market value. They still needed raw material for their own 
factoriess in the United States, but there were two other factors that played a role in 
Chicagoo in scaling down investments. Despite the government support given to the 
projectt there was probably an increased perception of insecurity as regards the 
environmentalists'' response to any activity undertaken in Costa Rica. It was not only 
becausee of the campaign itself, but also because of its outcome that Stone Container's 
responsibilityy for any environmental damage had been laid down in black and white in 
thee new agreement that was signed in 1995. Even more important was the fact that 
Stonee feared a takeover by another paper giant, Jefferson Smurfit, as actually happened 
att the end of 1998. In 1996 and 1997 the company exported the wood from the 
plantationss in the form of tree trunks - something that had not been possible under the 
pre-19966 forestry law which had required all exported wood to be processed. In 1998 
alone,, 18,000 tons of chips were exported, made by a mobile, small chip machine used 
onn the plantations. All of this meant that even less labor was needed. Ston Forestal's 
headd of PR and Stone's Vice President in Chicago54 both mentioned a figure of 300 
employees.. Of the actual 300 laborers, however, they fired 70 in 1997, mainly local 
fieldfield labor. In a leaflet published in 1998, Ston Forestal gave an employment figure of 
2455 workers, equivalent to about one employee for each farm leased (225 farms in 
total),, or one employee for every 56.6 hectares of Gmelina sown in the country. 

Stonn Forestal thus generated less labor in the Osa Peninsula than agricultural 
activitiess would have done, and probably the same applied throughout the project as a 
whole.. The case of Rancho Quemado serves as a basis for comparison. There were 
onlyy 22 workers in Osa in 1998, looking after 2,500-3,500 hectares of Gmelina. This 
representss an even more labor-extensive situation than for the project as a whole. 
Becausee of the circumstances of the project and the insecurity surrounding its future , 
nott one plantation in the Osa Peninsula had been cut by the end of my fieldwork in 
Novemberr 1998. Half of these 22 workers were to be fired at the end of the year and 
onlyy 11 watchmen would remain, which gives a ratio of 295 hectares of Gmelina per 
person. . 

Interviewss held in 4-97 and 9-98 respectively. 
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Partlyy because of the situation exposed in this chapter, the resistance to the project did 
nott cease with the ending of the AECO-led campaign. Smurfit was not interested in the 
symbolicc capital which the 'green project' in Costa Rica would offer them. Ston 
Forestall  was sold to Costa Rican entrepreneurs and became independent of Smurfit-
Stonee Container in 1999. 
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